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President's Report
Joseph Flores

Greetings friends! Since we last met in
January we have all be incredibly busy
organizing music activities al our schools
for the spring semester There is always so
much to do and I constantly feel like l am
belund no matter ho\\ organi1ed I trv to be!
With all the music e,·ents that ha, e hap
pened sine..: the N!\.IMT\ All-Staie Fe!>ll\ al
.111d ln-Sl!'n 1cc Conference it seems that an
eh:rnlly has passed, \ ct the rncmoncs arc
still lresh m my nund. Fc1r me. and hope
fully you too. 1h1s yem ·s c,ent was an in
credible cxpcncncc! lligh qualit) concerts
and professional development C\'ents such
as ours simply do not happen without the
meticulous planning aml dedication of key
mdi"iduals. incredible conductors, world
class keynote speakers. talented and well
re::.pected clinicians, energetic student mu
sicians. and inspiring music educators \\ho
are passionate about their profession!
THANK YOU:
1 would like to sincerely thank the leader
ship of NMMl::.A. The executive commit
tee has contributed greatly to our profes
sion and organi.lallon. Recognition and
appreciation is due to these incredible lead
ers: Neil Swapp, Jennifer Rogers, Mika
Proctor, Amell David Arellanes, John Tru
itt. Neil Rutland, and Dustin Seifert. Thank
you for your planning. organization. and
coordination that made this year·s festival
and in-sen ice conference a success!

Special thanks also goes 10 Keith Jordan.
our New Mexico Musician Editor. Keith
has done so much for NMMEA O\'er the
years. What I appreciate the most about
Keith (other than the fact that he is a fel
low tuba player) is his dO\\n-to-earth hu
mor. his incredibly humble (despite being
highly accomplished) nature, and his many
selfless offers to always help with whatever
the organization needs. Thank you Keith.
for everything!
I \\ ouId also Iike to \\hole-heartedly thank
Don Gerhcart, our Executive Director.
Don, thank you for all that you have done.
and continue 10 do, for NMMEA. Your job
as Executive Din:ctor is truly massi,e in
scope and your organization and budgetary
sk.ills are an inspirntion to us all! We owe
you a debt of gratitude. And personally. I
,,ould like to thank you for being such a
wonderful fnend.
1 would also like to lhJnk our nC\\ All
Stitc 5111.: Coordmator, Diane Otts Talk
about t:onl calm, and collcdcd! Diane and
he, ere\\ did a fantastic Joh. Al an e,cm
of this magnitude. there arc ah, ays a re,,
um:xpecte<l 1s::.ucs \\.Ith fac1litie\ and logis
tics however \\,hat impressed me 1110'St was
Diane',; unshakeable demeanor. Past Sile
Coordinators. Diantha Swoboda and Larry
Wheckr. would be proud! Congratulations
Diane!
Thank you to a11 of our2012 honor groups
and their directors and students. Congrat
ulations aga111 to the Albuquerque I ligh
School Jazz Band. the Albuquerque Girb
Choir. the Marshall Middle School Varsity
Mixed Choir, the Clo\lS Freshman Acad
emy Band, and the Deming High School
Symphonic Band. These groups. along
with the Eldorado Iligh School String
Orchestra, the NM Intercollegiate Honor
Band. the NM Intercollegiate Honor Choir.
and all of the 2012 All-State ensembles
provided outstanding. memorable perfor
mances.
Thank you also to Dr. Steve Block and the
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UNM Music Department for the continued
support of our organization. Not only is
UNM our host, but they are also a proud
financial supporter of our festival and in
service conference.
Additionally, I would like to thank Dr
Scott Shuler. NAfME President for allcnd
mg our conference. H1s keynote address
and follo\\-UP clinic on advocacy was so
very insightful and timely. We speak of
advocacy all the time and the importance
of promoting our programs, however, it
comes down Lo providing quality music ed
ucation Lo ··all" students. We must remind
our non-music colleagues that music is a
core subject and insist that students ha, e
access to music education. A'S Dr. Shuler
said. if only 20% of students are involved
in school music progrnms, ultimately.
80% of foturc principals, superintendents.
school board members. elected officiab,
and other decision makers will not have
had the opportun11y to c,pcricncc. first
hand. the 1mponancc and benefit ol' mu
sic. As you know. at our Business A\\ anb
Luncheon we \Oted to permanently install
th�· Guitar Di"·1ston into our organization.
\\c in Ne,.,. Mc/1.ICO are proud Lo be the first
in the na11on to ::.uppon an .\\I-St.lie guitar
ensemble. We should all be ,cry proud
of'" hat we ha, e in NC\.\ Mexico. We arc
<lomg wonderful th111gs lo support music
education. but c, en still we must all com
mit ourselves to creatively reaehmg out Lo
more even students 111 our schools.
And of course. thank you 10 all of the mem
bers who attended, and assisted with the
festival and in-ser, ice conference. New
Mexico is fortunate lo have such a strong
community of music educator::. who arc
willing lo step in and assist with anything
that is needed lo support this important
event. Your presence and active participa
tion helped create a dynamic opportunity
for professional gro\, th. collaboration. and
social networking.
PLANNLNG FOR THt FUTURE:
The NMMEA executive committee met in
February and began the process of planThe .Ve11 \fexico 'vfusirnm Spring. 20 I2
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1ing for the 2013 All-State Festival and ln
icrvice Conference. Our vice-presidents
trc such talented and insightful individu
ds that represent their respective divisions
1cry, very well. You will find infom,ation
egarding their planning for your particular
livis1on in each or their articles. J strongly
:ncourage you to contact them to thank
hem for their hard work and offer them
/Our assistance for 2013 .

�I LANGES FOR THE 2013 ALL-STATE
vfUSIC' FESTIVAL AND IN-SERVICE
:ON FERENCE:
;cveral other unportant items were dis
:ussed and decisions were made at the Feb
'ltary executive committee meeting. Most
mportantly, beginning next year there will
,e: significant changes to the conference
:chedule, an added opportunity for a group
rorn your school to perfom1 at All-State,
md change!, to the fonnat for college/uni1crsity music education outreach.

\ 11-State Music Festival & In-Sen ice
:·onference Schedule
:irst we have modified the Wednesday
:tart lime so that the day ,, ill begin slightly
:arlier. Small St:hool Band will meet at
1:30pm and the Honor J a72 Band perfor
nance and Rcq1.11red Mcctmg of All-State
>ersonncl and Directors v. ill begin at
k45pm. We have incorporated thi!> change
n order to help compensate for the length
)f Wednesday mght auditions. We felt it
.vas important that students get home or
>ack to their hotel al a reasonable time the
11ght before their first full day of rehears1ls. A<ldiltonally. we felt that this positive
;hange would only minimally impact the
ra,cl departLtre time for our out-of-town
;tudents and directors.

;ccond. \\ c ha\e incorporated a major
:hange to our l lonor Conccn performanc
�s We ha\c recei\cd a lot of feedback from
nany directors. students. and parents re
�ardmg our Thursday cvenmg Jlonor Con
:erts for choir, band. and orchestra. Most
feedback has been negative regarding the
l ength of the c,cning concert. ln the past,
the concert begins at 7:45pm and ends any
where between 9:30-1O:OOpm. Every one

The Ve\\' Mexico \111s1cia11 Spring. 10I:!

agrees that the concert is important, how
ever. students and directors are very tired at
the end of the second full day of rehearsals
and in-service. We arc aware that there are
some in-town students and several o u t o- f 
town students and directors who choose not
to attend the I lonors Concert due to fatigue
and the typical length of conce11. For many
years. the executive board has received
feedback that it is truly unfortunate that not
every festival and conference participant is
attending the Honor Concert. The students
and directors who have been selected to as
Honor Ensembles work very hard to pre
pare a concert that is usually that highlight
ofboth the student's high school career and
director's professional career.
We belie\e that e\'cryonc should attend the
Honor Concert and that it is our organiza
tion's duty to make this possible. Thus.
through some creative scheduling, we have
split the Honor Concert into two separate
performances that will take place during
the rehearsal and conference day. Every
All-State ensemble will take a break in re
ht:ar:.al::. and lhc1c will abo be a break in
clinics and workshops so that all students
and educators may aneud both concerts.
The two concerts will take place in the al:.
temoon (one Thursday and one Friday) in
PopcJoy I[all. This change would obvi
ously impact the amount or rehearsal time
for our All-State ensemble:.. Thus, we abo
chose to extend the Thursday and Friday
rehearsal days by approximately one hour.
We understand that students will be tired,
especially al the end of the rehear:.al days.
However, the students will have approxi
mately the same amount of rehearsal time
as in the past and hopefully, the breaks dur
ing the rehearsal days will provide students
\'a(uable respite from intense rehearsals.
And unportantly. \\ ilh the new change to
the schedule. student:. and educators can
nov. leave UNM withoul having lo worry
about coming back for an evening event.
This frees up students and educators to
pcrhap!> get more rest in the e,cnings and
even schedule their own special dinners
and ac1iv1tics. Another item we considered
\\'as that often school administrators and
parents of honor ensembles take time off

from work and travel LO Popejoy to support
their students and enjoy the Honor Concert.
Would this schedule change impact those
adults'? Yes, however. we did feel that
school administrators and adults would at
tend an afternoon daytime performance
just as they would an evening performance
because of their recognition of the accom
plishment and hard work put forth by their
students in preparation for the Honor Con
cert. I would like to personally thank John
Sanks from Eldorado High School for pro
\ iding the written recommendation for this
proposal. The executive committee unani
mously voted for lhis change as it is in the
best interest for both srudents and educa
tors. When next year's schedule becomes
available in December. please look for and
make note of the changes.
"lnno,ation Ensemble" Performance Clin
i c Opponumty
NMMEA would like to offer an opportu
nity for a unique and innovati\'e school en
semble to present a performance clinic al
the annual NMMEA All-Stale Music Fcs
ti,al and I n -Service Conference. The pur
pose of this perfonnancc clinic 1s to pro
vide an opportunity for programs to present
a unique and inm)\ ativc musical perfor
mance for music educators ,, hile shanng
pertinent information about their highly
speciahzed music ensemble. bxamples
of clinic 111fom1at1on include. but are not
limited to: ensemble concept and purpose.
organization and schedule, equipment and
logistical needs. student auditions, re
hearsal technique, literature. perfom,ance
opponunities. and etc. One group will be
selected annually and will be recognized as
the "NMMEA Innovation Ensemble". The
perfonnance clinic will take place tn Keller
I fall al the UNM Center For the Arts. The
NMMEA executive committee will review
application fom,s and materials at their an
nual July meeting. Selection or ensembles
will be based on ensemble uniqueness and
innovation, quality of proposed clinic in
fonnation. and performance recordings.
Ensemble directors will be notified of se
lection after the July executive committee
meeting. A copy of the application fom1
is attached at the end of this article and
3
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can also be found online on our organiza
tion website. Look for the link, "NMMEA
Fonns". Application and required materi
als will need to be postmarked by June I st
and sent via registered mail with receipt.
FedEx, UPS, Priority Mail, etc, to: Joseph
Flores, NMMEA President. 4670 Calle De
Nubes, Las Cruces. NM 88012.
College & University Music Education
Outreach
The executive committee spent a signifi
cant amount or time discussing our le,cl of
service Lo college and university students
,vho arc studying to become music educa
tors. For some time now, many have felt
that we as an organization arc not doing
enough to provide future music educators
valuable in-service and social networking
opportunities that supplement what they re
ceive at their college or university. While
the Intercollegiate I lonor Band and Choir
have afforded these students a \aluable op
portunity to perform and attend All-State.
\\e ha\c not done a \Cry good Job at tlf
fcring them multiple opportunities for spe
cialiLed lra111ing and dc,·elopmcnt in thei1
future profession. Thus, the executive
commntee aims to pilot a nev. program this
fall v.here the intent 1s to reach out to music
majors on their campuses by offering them
opportunities to learn from successful and
well-respected NC\\ Mc>.ico Music Educa
tors. More infomrntion will be announced
a� derails are finalized
NAfME MUSIC EDUCATJON WEEK
NA fME will hold its annual Music Educa
tion Week in Baltimore MD and Wm,hing
ton DC June22-25, 2012. Rcgistration for
1he event can be tailored to sun 1he needs
and interests of every individual with
"academics" being offered in Guitar. Cho
ral, Orchestral, Composition, Instrumental,
Music Theory, Special Needs Students,
Music Program Leaders, and more. Perfor
mances by National Honor Ensembles. the
'·President's Own" US Marine Band. and
Student Composers Competition Winners
Concert will be presented. For more infor-

mation. visit http://www.nafme.org/events/
view/music-education-week. I encourage
all members to take advantage of this and
other summertime professional develop
ment opportunities.
Al this time I would like to sincerely con
gratulate Aaron Bao from the Los Alamos
High School band program for his selection
to lhc National Band Honor Ensemble on
trumpet! Congratulations also to his teach
er, Jan Sterling McDonald! We arc hon
ored to have you represent New Mexico
this summer in Washington, DC.
OTHER IMPORTANTTNFORMATION
J am excited to share with you that I have
confirmed Dr. Tim Lautzenheiser as our
keynote speaker for 2013 All-State Mu
sic Festival and In-Service Conference. I
know that many of you personally knov.
Dr. Tim from his lime at NMSU ancVor
from his motivational student leadership
workshops. I f you have 11c,cr met Dr. Tim
or ha\C never aucndcd one of his work
::.hops, you are in for a high Jo!->c Qf inspi
ratton! Man) thanks to the Hal Leonard
Corporation for their generous sponsorship
of Or Tim·s 1,:eynotc address and additional
clinic!
I am also thrilled to tell you that Luis Del
gado has graciously agreed to accept the
position as NMMEA Advocacy Chair
So many of us know Luis personally, or
through his position as Albuquerque Pub
lic School Manager of Fine Arts, or as
past NMMEA president and pas! AfME
Southwestern Division president. Luis is
incredibly intelligent and is perhaps on of
the nicest people I ha\ e ever known. If
you knO\\ Luis. you can attest to that same
statement. His years oflcadership in music
organizations and his position in APS have
made him an authority in past. current. and
future trends in music education. Luis is
very passionate about music advocacy and
we arc fortunate to have him in this posi
uon. Be on the lookout for Advocacy 111formation from him soon and when you
sec or speak with him. please thank him for

accepting this critical and challenging pos1
tion' I am so very excited that all of us wt I
have an opponunily to learn from Luis!

FINAL THOUGHTS . . .
Friends, as we approach the end of the yeat
and begin meeting in our various districli
throughout the state, J would like to en
courage everyone to begin thinking abou
nominating your colleagues for next year'i
individual achievement awards. There arc
so many worthy people who deserve rec
ognition! Additionally, if you and you,
ensembles have had a particularly gooc
year of pcrfonnances and you anticipate
just as good, or better, perfonnances fo1
the coming year. I would like to encourage
you to submit an application for All-State
Honor Ensemble or the new ..,nnovatior
Ensemble'' Perfonnance Clinic. For more
infonnalion about our awards criteria ana
honor group. and perfonnancc clinic appli
cations. please go to our website and click
on ··NMMEA forms"

The greatest strength or our a�sociatinn i.:
our membership. Thus. l pcr,;onall) in
\ lie ead1 and every one of you to take a
greater roll in our organization Whether
11\ at the district or sU1tc leYel. or ut our
conference. \\ C can all contribute pos1Li,c
l y An<l speaking. of positive. thank you so
much for the wort.. that you do day-to-day
by 111spiring the students of Nev.- Mcxica
and providing a high quality music educa
tion program. This in itself, is our strongcsl
advocacy tool.

Best wishes to you for a great conclusion to
your spring semester and a restful summer!
And. thank you so much for teaching music
in Ne\l, Mexico!
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New Mexico Music Educators Association
"Innovation Ensemble·· Performance Clinic
Application Form

\/MMEA would like to offer an opportunity for a unique and innovative school ensemble to present a performance clinic at the annual NMM EA
',,1usic Festival and In-Service Conference. The purpose of this performance clinic is to provide an opportunity for programs to present a musical
,crformance for music educators while sharing pcrtmenl information about their highly specialized music ensemble. Examples of clime information
nclude. but are not limited to: ensemble concept and purpose, organization and schedule, equipment and logistical needs. student auditions, rehearsal
echnique, literature. performance opportunities, and etc. One group will be selected annually and will be recognized as the "NMMEA Innovation
�nsemble'·. The pcrfom1ance clinic will take place in Keller Hall at the UNM Center For the Arts. The NMMEA executive committee will re\1ew
1pplication forms and materials at their annual July meeting. Selection of ensembles will be based on ensemble uniqueness and innovation. qualty of proposed clmic infom1ation. and performance recordings. Ensemble directors will be notified of selection afier the July executive commi1tee
neeting

�equirements
I . ln add.tlton to this fonn, you must submit a letter from your local Superintendent of Schools. Principal, or Board of Education, stating that, if
1elected, the group has pennission to attend and perfonn at the All-State Music Festival and In-Service Conference in January. If selected, the cn1emblc director will be expected to prepare a performance clinic not 10 exceed 50 minutes total.

t. Groups should submit one copy of a perfom1ance recording of the ensemble (the performance should not be more than one year old) along with
hrcc sets of scores of the pieces bcmg perfom1ed. Both audio and video DVD recordings are acceptable. Do not send photocopies of the scores
mless an official letter of permission from the publisher accompanies them; failure to do so will resuh in the disqualification of the ensemble. Any
; ound engineering, editing, or tampering m any way of the recording is expressly prohibued **"'Note - Selection wt!I NOT be made using a blind
>rocess.

I. Addiuonally, dm:ctors shall submit a bncfwritten rationale explaining the uruqueness and mnovauon of the ensemble. The rauonale should
ietatl exactly how the addition of this ensemble fulfills a musical need in the school that is not met through the band, choir, orchestra, guitar, and
icneral music programl. The rationale should also provide a general outline of proposed chnic information.

L The ensemble director mus1 be a member m good standmg ofNMMEA and must be the director at the time of the perfonnance cltoic.

)1rector Name(s)

Ph,me

ichool

:lchool Address

)fficial School Enrollment
Jrade Levels in thii> Ensemble

Grade Levels
Number of Perfom1ers

\Jame of Ensemble

I.Jame you wanL it to appear in the progrnm - i.e. Steel Drum Band, Folk Music Group. etc.)

;elections Perfom1ed on Recordmg (In order ofpcrfonnance)
fitle

Composer/Arranger

o\pplication must be postmarked by June 1st. Please send via registered mail with receipt. FedEx, UPS, Pnority Mail. etc. 10 the NMMEA President.
i\ddresscs can be found on our website by clickmg on the ..Executive Committee/Board of Directors" link
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Office Notes
Don Gerheart, Executive Director
Swoboda when problems and questions
came up. Thank you Diaotha for your help.
There is another group of people who need
to be lhanked and it is a large group lo be
sure. That group is all of you who volun
teered to help with All-State. We could
never do All-State without aJI of you who
helped as audition schedulers and site co
ordinators, ensemble co chairs, monitors.
presiders, registrars. drivers, stage ere,\, lo
name a few. The hundred and hundreds of
hours you give of your time is appreciated.
You make NMMEA such a successful or
ganization.
It goes without saying that our Execu
tive Committee docs outstanding work in
preparing for and executing our All-State
Music Festival and In-Service Conference.
Our Vice Presidents bear the brunt of the
workload. Thank you Mika Proctor. Ar
nell David Arellanes. Jennifer Rogerl>, Neil
Swapp. John Truitl. and Neil Rutland for
all of your hard work and for organizing the
event:. of your respective section!>. Thank
you Joseph Flores for keeping us on the
straight and narro\\ and for provided excel
lent leadership as president of our organi
zation. In addition to serving as our editor
of the "New Mexico Musician" Keith J o r 
dan serves as a resource for us because of
his long history serving NMMEA. Please
check this issue as it contains all kinds of
important infonnation. Our Past President
Dustin Seifert oversaw the awards process,
served as stage manager at All-State, and
organized the list of candidates for our
election of officers. Thanks Dustin that
took a lot of work on your part.
One person who deserves special thanks is
Diane Otts who served as our site coordina
tor for her first All-State. Believe me there
is an incredible amount of work to be done
not only during All-State but for months
before making contacts with our officers.
the UNM Music Department. the Popejoy
staff, the SUB staff, the Rodey staff, etc. in
order to be sure we have everything ready
when we arrive. Diane did an outstand
ing job as site coordinator. She admits she
made numerous phone calls to Diantha
6

what you do everyday - teach your students
well and have high quality performances.
Work with your colleagues teaching music
in your district. Don't isolate yourself from
the others. We need to work as a team. Be
a part of your school community and be an
indispensible part of your school's staff.
Whatever you do don't isolate yourself
in your music room. Yes this may require
more time and effort on your part but in the
long run it will pay dividends. Last but not
least take time to visit with your adminis
tration on a regular basis and invite them to
your classroom to sec what your students
are accomplishing.

This is very important. In the last couple of
months there has been the need to send out
a couple of important messages to all of our
music educators. The first one was regard
ing the bills that were in the Legislature
regarding teacher assessment. The District
Presidents were asked to send a message
out to the music educators 10 their respec
tive d1stncts. The second message was sent
out to members eligible to vote in officer
electron. The resull \\ as the same as ii has
been over the years - email addresses that
I really feel that overall we as an organiza were undeliverable and not having current
tion as well as individuals do not do enough information for all of our music educators
.
to "toot our own horn .. We are proud of The group that we have the least infor
what our students and we achieve and what mation on is the general music teachers.
we do needs to be recognized. The momhs PLEASE let me know when your contact
leading up Lo All-State are extremely busy infonnation changes. You are important
for me but I have decided somehow I am and we need to be able to contact you.
going 10 try my best to get publicity out re
garding All-State. If you would like to help I also ask that you check 10 sec what
me with publicity or have ideas on how to NAFME has on file for your contact in
might proceed please let me know. In your formallon. Here·s what you <lo. Log
own communities you need to do the same on to NAFME's website https://www.
if you don't already do so. Lefs make this NAfMEnet.org/eweb/. In the upper left
year the year we go all out 10 let the public side click on ''Members Log In". There
know why music education is important in are instructions of this page to renew your
the lives of every student in our schools. membership or to join NAFME. To update
..For today's students to succeed tomorrow. your infom1ation continue using these in
they need a comprehensive education that structions. Log in using your 9 digit lD
includes music taught by exemplary music number - that is your ID number preceded
by as many zeros necessary for a total of9
educators."
numbers. lf your I D # is 1 1 1 1 then you log
I have said this several times before. Your on by entering 000001 1 1 1 . Once you log
music program wi II not be cut if you have in the next screen that will appear is your
a strong program with many well-educated screen. Click on .. My Personal Informa
students in your ensembles and classes. Do tion." Next click on any of the areas that

Our officers ha,e already been very busy
and have met as an Executive Committee
lo begin preparation for our2013 AII-State.
There are a number of changes that will
be made for next year's All-Stale. Please
read their respective columns to learn more
about your section. Audition materials,
audition teams, guest conductors and cli
nicians. and programs for each group arc
prctly much m place and can be found on
our ,, cbsitc \\,� w.nmmea.com
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you need 10 update and make your changes.
Click "add"' when you arc done with each
area. Remember the roster mfomlation tha1
1s posted on our website is taken directly
fonn NAFME's database. We <lo not enter
or correct any data posted on the on-line
roster II is your responsibility to update
your contact infonnation

Last but not least please check our website
and our various links to keep abreast of
what is taking place such as ··Handbook"
changes. the minutes of our meetings.
deadlines. etc. A lot of valuable informa
tion is posted to keep you informed. As al
ways please feel free to contact me if our
ha,e an) questions or concerns.

/\s you finish this school year I wish you
the best "ith your end or year activtltes.
Take some time to enjoy your summer.

May 3d, 4th and 5th, 2012
Contact: Kathy Fishburn. Executive Director
Greater Southwest Music Festival
1000 S Polk Street*Amarillo, Texas 79101
(806) 373-5093 or (800) 444-4763 ,: Fax: (806) 373-5656
www.gswmf.com
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Editor's Desk
Keith Jordan

ter begins to come back up. lights flicker.
etc . . . .) Me:"OK, I re-set it; the lights will
come back on in stages. just wait they'll all
pop back up shortly. Them: "Thanks -you
saved us from doom." Click. Kids: ..Aw.
that sucks we wanted lo go home, etc . . . "
Twenty five years of hanging around any
band room and you tend to become familiar
with the set up. especially ifyou opened the
school and actually read the manual.
So now onto the rookie mistakes that l 've
made in my second round o f being a first
year teacher, albeit 26 years apart:

Five Thmgs J Forgot That J Knew
As a NEW Teacher!
Well after 32 years of teaching. I've finally
come full circle and become nl!w agam.
My new school. a private high school.
considers me a NEWBIE teacher. Isn't
that exciting? I atLend NL WBIE teacher
classes with a mentor teacher each month:

I frequently get regular new teacher up
dates by email and phone calls whenever
1 mess something up. Isn't that GREAT?
It is good to be young again. My clique at
school is all first year teachers: I know all
the first and :second year teachers by name
because we work closely together on proj
ects. J LOVE IT!!! Makes me feel like I'm
40 agam, how cool is that?

rm experiencing different situations and
I search around for answers to interesting
questions that have not plagued my bril
liant mind in low these many ··centuries."
rn the past, it was I whom others would
call upon for my expertise and lo impart
answers on a variety of topics. Example.
you ask? Phone rings, desperate voice
reaches ou1:·· Keith. the power went out
and we can't figure out how or why, do
you know? Can you save us?" Me: ''Sure,
I ' II go check the main breaker box and see
if lhe big 5,000 volt arm tripped." (go lo
electrical room behind lhe band room, open
door, check voltmeter, yep, main breaker is
tripped, grab bar. push reset button, down
and back up, large crackle, BANG. voltme-

8

1.
Nothing, Is the Same - Zip,
Nodda. Nothing! AIJ the vast accumula
tion of knowledge painstakingly gathered
at my first school doesn't apply, nothing 1s
the same, and how can this be? 1 share
an office \\ ith a wonderful choral teacher
named Stephen who is a 3rd year teacher
and the" old guy" that I tum to constantly
for help. constantly. My first day 1 ran out
on stage ready to begin the day and realiLed
that 11 was dark. very dark and I had no clue
where or how to make 11 light. Mc: "Ste
phen. um, where's the light switch for the
stage'!" So Stephen patiently showed me
where and how LO rum on the lights. Sigh . . .
my ego was quickly becoming replaced
with l don ·1 know where ANYTHING is or
how it works! My next question to Ste
phen seemed logical. Me: "Where is the
percussion storage room. the instrument
room and the equipment storage locker?"
Stephen: "they are al your old school and
I assume are non-moveable. We have a
band, orchestra, piano lab, choir room and
IT is right here; we store the instruments in
that corner and the _percussion in this cor
ner. You work in the middle of the room,
have fun."
2.
Policies and Procedures. At the
old school, attendance was important and
roll was to be turned in sometime during
the day so the robot caller could begin mak
ing calls to absent, tardy or truant kids' par
ents. In my new school ATTENDANCE IS
IMPORTANT, parents are paying for their
kids to be in your room learning from bell
to the bell. no dilly dallying around. At
tendance is DUE at the beginning of the

period or you WILL receive an email and
if it·s very late, a PHONE call (yikes, the
dreaded attendance secretary phone call!)
Needless to say, I received MANY emails
and even ... yes. . . . a couple of phone calls!
I'm getting better after having been talked
to in NEWBIE teacher meetings about the
importance of prompt and thorough atten
dance reporting! Don't even get me started
about GRADES and posting them to the
two different programs, both of which are
completely NEW to me and I have mas
tered neither and must call constantly for
support from my mentor teacher! (Who's
been teachmg less years than I haH:)
Trading in a Cozy Network.
3.
was so comfortable at my old school:
knew everyone - the parents. administra
tion. students and in the laUer years, I be
gan teaching some kids of former students!
We were a successful program and 1 was in
my comfort zone on a daily basis. I knew
the system, how to use it and get around 11.
Who to talk to about EVERYTlI ING and
how to get what I needed to get done to sur
vive. 011 MY ho,\ the MlGHTY (comfort
able) have fallen! NO\\ I don't know which
form to tum m it to get a bus which fonn
for an expense voucher. and l have to func
tion within a school budget! Oh. \\ here
oh where have my booster clubs gone. oh
where oh where can they BE? If I needed a
trombone. I called my treasurer to tell him
1 need a trombone. He'd say, "Ok tell me
what kjnd you want and where to order it
from and I II get it ordered and check sent
out and we' 11 have it in a couple of days."
That's been replaced with a purchase order.
maintaining my own budget, runnjng ev
erything through the department chair and
to get approved BEFORE I order it and
rm still not REALLY sw·e if I'll have the
money or not till it's approved. Everything
is a major fund raising effort and nothing is
in place for the music department to raise
the funds they need for equipment, etc . . . .
It's a learning experience and I ' m learning
through EXPERIENCE, WOW! I know
that MANY of you have to do this very
thing on a daily basis but this old dog is
having to learn a lot of new tricks.
4.

A Slice of Humble Pie. So. I had
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45 All Slaters last year at the old school
and every kid in the program knew what ii
meant lo be a part of All State. how to get
ready for the tryouts and their private teach
ers worked with them on the audition or I
worked with them on the audition. So the
first week of school as a NEWBIE I asked
how many of my kids were going to try out
for All State. No hands, long pause, then
one boy in the front row bravely asked. ''Sir,
� hat is All State?" This precipitated a vol
ley of questions and subsequent enlighten
ment (authentic assessment): Do you know
your scales? Oh. you know your scale. Do
we bave any scale or etude books? Wow,
I haven't seen these books in 30 years, in
teresting. why do they look brand new? So
I patiently explained the audition process
and what was required, got them what they
needed and thought I was set. But then in
September, towards the end of the month
\, hen we went to a football game, one my
kids remarked about us playing a 3A school
while we were a 4A school. Slo\\ ly. a tiny
light dawned somewhere in the rccesse�
of my brain. 4A - 4A. oh NO . . . does that
mean we're a SMALL school? Frantically
after digging through NMAA manuals and

finally a call to Don Gerheart who patiently
told me, "YES Keith. you're a small school
band and your kids are eligible to try out
for the small school BAND!'' Weeks ago, I
had given them the large school tryout m u 
sic and requirements; most had dropped out
because it was too much to learn in a short
time. I just shot everyone in the foot for NO
reason! J was so proud of my one trumpet
player that made All State this year! He
worked SO hard and when asked by the
other kids how he did it, he said, "It's easy,
just practice 30 minutes a day and you can
get it done in a few weeks." IMAGINE
THAT!
5.
Assuming Ego! I was asked
to judge a Music Performance Assess
ment Festival a few days before our own
MPAF. Having judged for over 30 years, I
of course said yes and proceeded to judge
bands. giving comments on blend, balance,
instrumentation, how to ::.hape phrases and
tune long notes in the midst of a crescendo
or decrescendo, all that really important
incredibly complex magic that we band
duectors bold sway over with our little ba
tons (wands). Secure i n the fact that when

it was my tum. my twelve piece band with
one trumpet, one flute, one clarinet, one
bass clarinet. one trombone, four altos
and a tenor. not to mention the drummer.
would master all these concepts and play
the fire out of the literature I had skillful
ly selected. Hum. the best laid plans of
mice and men; who would have thought
my trumpet would get nervous and assume
that the lack of perceived sound on stage
meant he had to fill in for everyone else. I
applauded his daring and brave attempt al
playiDg that high G under pressure. So the
learned panel ofjudges that heard us had
the AUDACITY to mention balance to the
melody no matter who has it and held me
accountable for that. I ' m still dumbfound
ed; hadn ·1 they heard my honor jazz band.
state champion concert bands, seen my
marching shows'? This brings me Lo the co
lossal imstake. NEVER ASSUME THAT
WHAT WORKED BEFORE WORKS
NOW! Adapt, change, move, think, give
them what THEY need, not what you need.
BECOME - LEARN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

National Association
for Music Education
Tl,(! Ve11 \lfextco i\411s1cia11 Spring. 2012
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Band Section
Neil Swapp, Vice President
day rather than at night! Details are still
being worked out but the plan is two have
two honor concerts (one on Thursday and
one on Friday, both during the day). One
concert will be comprised of the Intercolle
giate Choir and one honor group while the
other two honor groups share U1e other c o n 
cert. This solution solves a number of the
challenges surrounding the honor concerts.
As with any change there will be bumps
along the way, but I think we are moving in
a very exciting direction that will eventu
ally benefit us all. Please be understanding
as we move in a slightly different direction.
f-or most ofus change is not easy and often
met with intrepidation. Change, while dif
ficull 1sn 't always negative but many times
a \'Cly positive thing. As we look forward
10 the next few years our profession will
undergo countless changes ranging from
school schedules, funding sources, cur
ril.: Ulum direction and i.taffing. I believe it
1s our obligation to spearhead some of this
change and at the very least try to ensure it
has a ptlSJllve impact on our programs
Not only are \\ c looking at global changes
in education we arc also facing a rapidly
changmg student As I reflect on the last
several decades of leaching I realize how
\'asll:r Ill) students have changed and the
changes I have had 10 make to be effective
111 the classroom. While my apprnach has
changed, the \·chicle has stayed the same . . .
music I feel incredibly fortunate to be abk
to help our young people through such a
powerful and amazing medium.
A"' we na\igate the \\aten, of change
would encourage each of us to remember
1he important things . . . our students and
mUSIC.
( hange 1s also coming to NMMEA and
All State! I am very excited about several
changes that \\ ill be implemenll!d in the
next year that I feel \\ ill make NMMEA
more effective in our state and also make
the All State experience better for our stu
dent:, and teachen.. One change i:,, the in
corporation of the Honor Concert mto the
Tlie Ne11 .Wexico M11�idtm

Spring, 20I]

This edition of the magazine contains in
fonnation conceming next year·s All-State
and should answer any qucsllons you
might have but please feel free to contact
me directly if you need further infom1ation.
neilswapp(f1Jgmail.com
2012 All-State
All-State 2012 was a huge success due to
the hard work of all di:strict and state of
ficers. site coordinators. conductors. spon
sors. clinicians. volunteers. students and
the entire band di\is1on membership. I
would personally like to thank Don Ger
heart for his unending support and dedi
cation. His help and guidance have been
mvaluable. I would also ltkc to thank the
hundreds of volunteers who made our con
vention a success.
Special Thanks Go To:
Diane Otts
Site coordinator.
What an arnuing job Diane did this year!
This task 1s colossal and she handled e \ 
erything with a smile . . . thank you so much!
You truly do make All State happen!
Don Gerheart NMMEA Execu 
tive Director. and Jane Gerheart for their
talents. time and amazing dedication to our
organization!
Fred Bugbee. Neil Rutland and
Scott Ney. our university percussion fac
ulty, for their unending support of our o r 
ganization and our students. Thank you for
your advice. expertise and yes. even equip
ment!
Joe Keith and Music Man for

their continued support ofNMMEA.
Everyone involved with UNM and
APS for helping provide percussion equip
ment to all our perfonning ensembles.
•
The members of the 20J I Audi
tion team: Lisa Van Winkle. Keith Lem
mons. Tracy Carr, Eric Lau, Michael Ell
zey, Jim Young, and Fred Bugbee.
Audition Site Coordinators. Sar
ah Rede and the NMSU Music Depart
ment, Dustin Seifert and the ENMU Music
Department and John Converse and the L a
Cueva High School Music Department.
Band chairs, assistants and per
cussion assistants: Bill Griner, Bill Lamb,
Gary Shaver - Small School Band, Stephen
Snowden. Caitlynn Comacho. Sarah Rede
Concert Band, Kurt and Donna Schmidt,
Jordan Sayre. Anthony Baca Symphonic
Band.
Workshop Clinicians and Spon
sors: Larry Hill (NMMEA), Amy Williams
(NMMEA), Robert Ponto (NMMEA).
Katie Tom1cek (NMMEA), Russ Teweleil
(NMMEA). Richard Miesch (�th Army
Band), Neil Rutland (ENMU). Pancho
Romero (NMJE & NMSU). Tony Montano
(LCPS & NMMEA). Anthony Sanchc1
(NMME:.A). Kev111 Vigneau (UNM).
Honor Groups: Members of the
Albuquerque High School Jazz Band and
their Director Daniel Holmes, the Dcmmg
High School Symphony Band and their
D1ret'lor Bernie Chavez as well as the Clo
vis High School Freshman Academy Band
under the direction of Travis Pniitt Con
gratulations on outstanding performances!
All monitors. prestders. stage
crew:.. final audition teams and sectional
instructors. Thank you!
Upcoming Events
2012 NMAA State Band Contest: This
year the NMAA State Concert Band Con
test will be held at Cleveland High School
on April 20th and 2 I st All registration
infom1ation, materials and guidelines can
be found on the NMAA web page, w,nv.
nmact.org. Bands receiving a 1 or II at their
District Large Group Festivals are eligible
and encouraged to attend.
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2013 Honor Band Applications: The 201 3 materials for awards should be forwarded
Honor Band will be selected from the field to Dustin Seifert NMMEA Past President.
of enrries submitted by band directors.
The selection process is out) ined on the 2012-2 013
All-State
Auditions
NMMEA web site. I encourage all bands Audition Procedures, Material, Sites and
that receive superior ratings al their District Chairs: Please encourage your students
Large Group Festivals or the NMAA State to make the all-state audition a prior
Concert Band Contest to apply. This year's ity. Dates are November 13th - Portales,
preference will be given to large high ENMU (Dustin S eifert}, November 1 4 t h schools with student enrollment of more 1 5th - Albuquerque, L a Cueva High
than 1200, however all schools are encour School (John Converse), November 16th
aged to apply regardless of classification. - Las Cruces, NMSU (Trae Blanco).
Feel free to call me at 575-649-4507 or This year when registering students online
contact me via email if you have questions. directors will be required to certify that they
All materials must be postmarked by June have collected signed commitment forms.
I, 2009 and mailed to:
Directors will no longer tum forms in to the
state but will keep tthem for their own files.
Neil Swapp
The commitment for holds the students to
NMMEA Band VP
the same standards. but directors are re
I 0027 Contana Ct
sponsible for collecting them. In the even
Las Cruces, NM 88007
that a student doesn't follow through with
his or her obligation they may lose the priv
2013 NMMEA Individual Achievement ilege of participating in further NMMEA
Awards: We arc fortunate to be surrounded events. Please collect valid signed com
by outstanding retired anJ active educators, mitment forms . . this is your responsibility!
music supponive administrators, and busi Audition material can be fow1d in this
nesses. Please attend your spring district edition. All tempos uf the ctudes arc in
meetings prepared to nominate these indi cluded 111 1he audition list some of which
\ tduals so that NMMEA can honor them are different than printed in the elude
at All-State. Nomination applications and books. Please take care lhal all �tudents

are aware of tempo changes. Smal I school
excerpts are included in audition list.
2013 All-State Volunteers Needed
The success of our All-State convention is
contingent upon the participation of educa
tors across the state. Participation can come
in many forms, whether it be as a monitor,
presenter, band chair, percussion assistant,
stage crew, final chair placement adjudica
tor, guest conductor driver, or many other
small, but very important jobs. I will be
calling many of you in the coming months
asking you 10 volunteer in some capacity
as I continue to plan various aspects of All
State. For those wishing to volunteer ear
ly, please send me an email (neilswapp@
gmail.com} and let me know how you
would like to volunteer. l would like to have
as many educators involved as possible.
I am very excited to serve as your Vice
President and feel that together we can
continue to move music education for
ward in our slate. Please feel tree to
communicate your concerns and ideas
to me so that we can continue to make
11nprO\ements in music education.

2013 Concert Programs
Small School Band - Dave Kendnck
The Acrobats - David Reed (Grand Mesa Publications)
Gettysburg: The Third Day - Jay Dawson (Arrangers Publishing Company)
Forever Holding Close u,e Memories - Richard Saucedo (Hal Leonard}
Declaration Overture - Claude T. Smith (Wingert-Jones)
Currents - Robert W. Smith (Alfred/Belv.. in)
Concen Band - Ken Singleton
Hands Across the Sells March - Sousa I Brion & Schissel (Barnhouse Campany)
Suite Provencale - Van der Roost (Curnow Music Press)
Scenes from Old Russia - Tchaikovsky & Moussorgsky / Singleton (Grand Mesa Music)
Images on ·'Suo Gan" - Sheldon (Barnhouse Company)
Danse Bohemien - Standridge (Grand Mesa Music)

fl

Symphonic Band - Paula Crider
Trumpet Gloria - Donald Grantham (from composer picquant@piequanlprcss.com)
Culloden Mvt 3 - Julie Giroux (Musica Propria)
The Seal Lullaby - Eric Whitacre (Hal Leonard)
Free Running - Robert Buckley (Citadel Music}
The Stars and Stripes Forever - John Philip Sousa (original arrangement/not Fennel}
•Please enlarge parts & request that all flutes bring piccolos.
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Required Range and Scale Requirements
Wind and Percussion
Instructions:

1. The chromatic scale and all twelve major scales are required from memory.
Students should be familiar with enharmonic spelling. (For example: C# major = Db
2. Scales will be asked by starting tone. No transposition is required.
3. Students must play scales in as many octaves possible within the required range
indications, however, students are encouraged to exceed minimum requirements.
Percussionists will play all scales two octaves.
4. The main judging criteria will be tone, accuracy, and speed.
5. The following range indications are minimum:
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2012 - 2013 Audition Etudes

Flute / Piccolo - ..Selected S1udies for Flute", \'o:.man (pub. Rubank)
•
page 8. E minor: quarter note= 52-60 (SSB m. 1-16)
•

page 21. G,ga: dotted quaner

69-80 (SSB m. 1-16. no repeal)

Oboe/ English Horn - ..48 Famous Studies for Oboe and Saxophone". Ferliog (pub. Southern Music Co.)
•
Ii I eighth 92 (SSB. m 1-do\,nbcat of m 16)
•

116 Jotted quarter 66-76 (SSB: m 1

downbeat of 16)

Bassoon • "Practical Method for the Bassoon'', Weissenborn/Ambrosio (pub. Carl fischer)(SO Advanced Studies)
•
/139 douc<l quaru:r 64 (SSB • last 29 mea,urcrs)
•

111 '.! 4uarter

120 (SSB m I

21)

Eb/Bb Soprano Clarinet . "Artistic Studies- Book I", Rose ( ed. Hite) (pub. Southern \1usic Co.) Rose 32 Etudes
•
page 61 1116; Adagio Cantabile eighth note 92-100. 1101 quarter = 50, no tempo change at 22 (SSB. mm I - end of ::!I)
•

page 54 #8:Allegro quarter note= %- I 04, no repeat. (SSB: mm. I - 31)

Alto/Bass/Contra Bass Clarinet . '·Artistic Studies - Book 1 . from 1he French School". Rose (ed. Ffite) (pub. Southern Music Co.) Rose 32 Eludes
•
Page 49 113: quaner note 50-56. SSB . Beginning through m. 25.
•

Page 621/17: quaner note - 84-88. SSB • Bcgmmng through m. 24,

All Saxophones - "48 Famous Studies for Oboe and Saxophone", Ferling (pub. Sourhern Music Co.)
•
Page 5. #9 m [· MaJor; eighth note - 80-88 ( Adagio con cspressicmc); bcgm at mea�ure I and play 10 th,: quarter note I· on the downbeat of measure 33
(SSB cxcerp1: Bcgm a1 ml'a,urc I and play 10 the quancr no1c Don the downbeat of measure 16)
•

Page 16. #):! m ell mmor; doncd quan�r note ll0-68 (Allegretto). begm at mea,urc I and play through 1he end of1hc l'lltdc (SSB excerpt Begin al mea
sure I and play 1hrough the end of measure '2)

French Horn -�335 Selected Melodious Progre�.)ive & Technical S1udie> fur French Horn�, Potta,V\ndraud (J>ub. Suut bern \lusic Co.)
•
page 121 � 104. ·Allegrc1t0 Macsto,o·· 4uancrno1c l l 2 (SSB tlonotpla) 1his cn1Jc)
•

pages 102 I0.1: /1!<4; ·Andante con moto": quarter note

9U (SSR play �nitre ctutkJ

S.S 8 ON!Y pages 1()2 103. #84. '"A ndante con moio"', 4u:irtcr not,

90

Trumpet - "27 Melodious and Rh)lhmic Exercises". by J. L. Small (pub. Carl Fi�cher)
•
Page 29-30. 1119 mA ll.1a_1or: quarter note !!O. Rcgm at measur,· I and pla} to the cnJ. tSSB Excerpt Begm measure 3� anJ play until measure 6l)
•

Page 15-16. 1110 111 G minor quorte, note 60 Begmntng unul mca.,urc 20. (SSB pla} same scctrnnJ

Tenor Trnmbone and Euphonium - ( 2 books Voxman and Bordogm)
•
"Selected Studies for T,·,ombone", \'oxmun (pub. Rubank)
r•

page :!2 Db Major by Bla,d1ern."h, quarter note

92-1()() (Con Moto) (SSA e,ccrpt 6 !me, plus one measure)

..,telodious Etudes for Trombone. Book I''. Bordogni/Rochut (pub. Carl Fbchl'r)
page X, Etudc # 7, dolled quarter note e I00 (Allcgrcllo gra11oso) (S5B cxc:crpl • play this cnt1te etudc)

Bas� Trombone - "30 Etudes", Uber (Knaub ed.) (pub. Southern Music Co.)
•
Page 10. 1112.Allegro 1111xlcra10; quarter= 1 16. (SSB excerpt. Pia> first <; Imes)
•

Page 24. #26, Poco lento c ag11ato; quarter no1c - 94.(SSB excerpt: play first 6 hne�)

Tuba - "70 Studies for BBb Tuba, Volume II". Blazhevich (Please note \'ol. II) (pub. King Music)
•
Page 14, #50 in Db Ma1or; quar1er note - I00 (Con rnoto) (SSB excerpt: play tirst page ooly1
•

Page 16. #51 in Bb mmor. qunner note - 76 (Andante cJlntabilc) (SSB c,cerpl. 20 measures only)

Percussion
Mallets: Morris Goldenberg Modem Sc/toolfor Xy/opltone
•
Page 67 (# VTll) Measure 17 to the downbeat of measure 30
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Snare drum: Anthony Cirane Partrair, in Rhythm
•
Pagc 27 (II 25) Measures 31 to lhl.' end (quarter 11<>1t:

(,0) All ",lashed" nmation is 10 be pcrfom1c<l a, hw1 n>lls

Timpani: \'ir Firth The Solt> Timpani�,
•
Page 9 (# II I). measures I through I U
Multiple Percus�ion Etude
Bass drum. tambourine. crru.h cymbal,. triangle. Mu.,1c and tempo marking mformauon a,allahlc al WW\\,nmmca.cqm
Ad<l1t1onal M:ucrial
•
Pcrcu$.�1onis1s arc c,pectcd to l..no" all ·'Even Numbered" Pcrcu,s1\'C Ans S0c1c1y Rudiments: No 2. -t 6. 8. l 0, 12, 14. 16. I!!. 20, 22, 24, 26. 28, 30, 32.
14, 36. 38, 40 (a,ailablc onhne al www pa�.orgJ
•
The ad,1ud1ca1or will ask the s1ude111 to perform sc, cral of lhe requm:d rudimcms.
•

The rudiments shall be pcrfonncd Slow-Fast-Slo\\ (Bcgm al .1 slo,1 tempo. accclcrando to a fastcr 1cmpo, and rnar<lando back 10 lht: ongmal 1cmpoJ

•

Scales - Percussioms1s will he rcspon,1blc forknowing all 12 Ma,Jllr Scales by memory. IWU OlTA\'ES The adJud1ca1orw11l ask the student to perform
several scales on manmba.

•

Sight Reading -All percus�1oni�1s will sight r.:ad a short excerpt on marimba an<l ,n,U'c ,!rum.

KEN?\[TI I SINGLETON
Professor of Music. Director of Bands. University of Northern Colorado
Dr. Kenneth Singleton directs the UNC Wind Ensemble and Concert Band and 1s Chair of the Wind Conducting Program.
He has also sen.ed as Director of Concert Bands at Ne\\ Mexico State Untversit), and has directed ensembles at the Hartt School of
Music. Albcrtus Magnus College. and Yale University.
Singleton holds a bachelor·s degree from lhe University of South Florida. and two master's degrees from lhe Yale University
School of Music His doctorate m tuba perfonnance was the first awarded by Yale Umvcrs1ty in that area. An avid transcriber of brass
music (O\er 1.000 titles) and a music editor for the Charks Ives Society, Singleton has nearly fifty publications to his credit, mamly
works for hand and \\ ind ensemble. His Ives editions have been recorded b} the Chicago Symphony. the St. Louts Symphon)'. the
Concertgebow Orchestra, the Ckveland Orchestra. and numerous; other ensembles.
D WE KFNDRICK
Retired Band Director of Sih er Cit), High School
Dave Kcndnck has 39 years of public school teaching 1.:xperience 1-k has taught band, choir and music theory m all gratk
11.:,els. Dunng his long and noted career he taught in the Em1nons Public School in Emmons Mmnesota. at Gamcr-Hayfich.l High
School in Gamer Iowa and at Silver High School in S1hcr City High School.
Mr. Kendrick is currently the
codm.·ctor and founder of the Grant Count) C ommw1it)' Band
Mr. Kendnck holds a Bachelor of Music 1-:ducat,on from Central College m Pella Iowa and a Masters of Music in conducting from the
Uni\ ersity of l\orthcm Colorado
PAULA A. C RIDER

Prnfcs�or Ementus. The University of Texas
Folio\, ing a distinguished 33 year teaching career, Professor Paula A. Cridt.:r conunues to share her passion for making music
through an acti\e schedule as guest conductor lecwrer. clinician and adjudicator. She has enjoyed engagements in 48 states, Canada,
Ireland. the United Kingdom. France, Singapore. Italy, Gennany. Spam and Australia. She is Professor Emerita at The University of
kxas where she was twice awarded the "Eyes of Texas .. Award for distmguished teaching.
Dunng her tenure at The l,nivcrstly of Texas, Professor C rider conducted the Symphony Band. the Longhorn Marching and
C oncert Bands. and served as instrnctor for undergraduate conducting. Bras, Methods. Graduate Wmd Literature. supervised student
teachers and served as administrator for the Longhorn Music Camps. Highly acclaimed for its musical and marching exccllcncc, the
380 m1:mber Longhorn Bands enJO),ed nauonal acclaim under her leadership. She contmues to serve as visiting guest professor at
univcr�iues throughout the count!). Prof Crider has \Hilten numerous articles for The Instrumentalist. The Band Director's Guide. and
the National Band Association Journal. <;he ha:; published manuals for Brass Technique� . Marching Band Methods and Instrumental
Condm:ting and 1s coau1hor for the Ila! Leonard '"Masternork Studies" senc�. a text for high school band<;. She has recently
compktcd The Composer's Legac). Conductors on Conducting for Wind Band published by GIA

The \!e II Mex1n> ;\f11s1cwn S/Jrmg, 2012
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I.

20 1 3 Clinics

Rhythm: How Can Something So Simple Be So Difficult to Teach? - David Newell
Rooted in his unshakt1hle belief that s111de111s ofall ages can confident(}' solve their own rhythm problems. Newell presents 11e11: 011rs1de-the-bo-r.
visionary. classroom-proven teaching strategies teachers can implement immediate(1: less time teaching parts 11a111ral(1· resulls in more time
teaching MUSIC.

2.

IMPROVTNG rNTONATlON and EXPRESSIVE PHRASING in the School Band and Orchestra: The Power of Unison - Oa,id N�wcll
Unison plaving can hm• e a profound effect on an ensemble�· intonation. The more time spe111 playing in unison. the greater the opportunity
for success in establishing superior intonation. In addition, David Newell will share some unique ideas that can create a positive, henejicial
relationship between unison rehearsing and expressive phrasing.

3.

Management Techniquesand Musical Skills: 1\vin Foundatjons of "Pin-Drop-Quiet" Band and Orchestra Rehearsals David Newell
There are twofinmdationsfor achiel'ing "Pin-Drop-Quiet Rehearsals " - Managem11nt Techniques and Musical Skills. Bath must he pre.w111for
success. Dal'icl Newell will outline steps necessary to establish superb discipline andshare a unique rehearsalfimnar that allows ensembles to
flower musical�l' in a professional rehearsal atmosphere.

4.

OMG! What You Don't Know Can Hurt You;AWorkshop For Young Teachers! - Jim Young. Luis Delgado
A ll'ide range oftopics will be discussed. eve1J1thi11g from classroom management. reaching philosophy, prepari11gfor.fes1ival and eve1y1hing
111-between. Combined, the rwo clinicians have aver 75 years teaching experience ro share some ofthe things they wish they had reali:!ed sooner
in their careers. same ofthe mistakes they or others ha,·e made and haw to prevent them. Question., and discussionfrom those in attendance is
e11co11ragecl.

5.

Put the .JOY into making ChamberMu�ic!"- Nancy Joy
Everyone ap.ree.1 on the 1111portm1ce ofdwmber m11.1ic in rlw handprogram lft! also ogree 011 hm, difficult 11 1.t to tm/\ make it ll'ork fi,r horh
tlw sllule11ts and the direNor This ll'od,shop 1,·illfocus ,m way1 to make clwmhu m11s1c mccc.1·'. if11l 1lmmgho11t the t'lllire ww: not j11st the
clreaded .�o/o and msemhle season ' Fncus will he 011 pmcedures and literature that is ajfonlable and lel'el uppropriure.

6.

WhatItell :,tudcnts in an ensemble who pta, m, primary instrument <Fl. Clar. Sax}. Katie Tom1cck. 1ony Monatno, Shawn Sil\'a,
Have .1·011 ewr wo11der11d ho11 to have your ensemble so11nJ like every· instrume/11 fay()11r majc>r 111str11me11t'! El'er 11·011d<>red II hat educawrs rel/
studenls in their ensembles whoplay the directo,:r prima,J' instrument? Have you c1·er wished vo11 felt m com/onablc gfring i11s1r11ctio11 on am
in.rnwnent Cl.\ you do 011 your pnmmy instrument? I/so. this clinic is (or .vou. We all know there is a world of i11(<.J1mation ro mas/er playing
any instrument. hut ll'hat do educators tell students in 1he11· ensembles who play the directors primary instrumem? Qwck. rime-restedjewels o.f
knowledge.

7.

What J tell students in an ensemble who play my primary instrument (Tpt. Hrn. Low Brass),
Flores

Kurt Schmidt. Amy Williams, Joseph

Haveyou ever wandered how 10 haveyour ensemble sound like eve,r instmmenr isyour major instrument? E1·er wondered what educators tell
.�tudents in their ensembles whoplay rhe direcror.1 primury instnmrent? l!G11 e J,,u .;ver hisl,ed youfelt as comforwb!e giving instruction 011 any
ins1111ment as you do on your primary insrrument? Ifso. this clinic is .foryou. We all knm, there is a ll'Orld of i1formatio11 to master playing
any instrume,11. but what do educators tell students in their ensembles who play the clirecto1:� primary instn1111e111? Quick, rime-testedjewels of
knowledge.

8.

Whatdo we all hate most..,but have todo the most? Yes. fundraisine! - Beth Fant. Kathy Espinoza. Sarah Rede
This is not a workshop that will provide you with candy samples and brochures! It is a clinic that will provide you with tried and s11ccessji1I
ways to raise money.foryour program! /11 todays climate allprograms have to 11·orry• about money. Learnfrom various perspectives (director.
bandpare/II and accountant) how lo dojust that. Maybe not cm exciting topic... bur a very.• necessary.· one ta sur\.'ive!

9.

Help! My instrument is broken! - Frank "Pancho" Romero D.M.A.
What can be repaired by the band director and what can i? learn how to do emergency repairs 011 all instruments and learn what not to touch!
How many times haveyou needed a minor repairperformed and not known what to do? Come learn!
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I 0. Scale,>, not only a techniuue builder.
\.fake the drt•aded me o/scall!s /l{)t ,mlr 1111 important and relt1ti1·e part ofstudellf :v personalprtl( rice. but also a great wachmg tool d11r111g
rehearsal. Ttme. tech111q11e. pall('/'1/., and w·nculmions II ii/ he discmsed ,hat II ii/ transform the sound and technique of am· ensemble.
1 1 . ConductingSymposium - \\ ill thh happen?
12. Eas, Technolog\ for the Jazz Band Dirfctor - Glenn Kostur
This cli11i< will inrmdt1ce t110 ea.1J w 11.wpieces o/ sojill'<1re that cdn he/11 anclja:z andJirectm: 1$'<• will t!-tplore Bc1ml-/11-A-Bo., un· ompw1imenl
w>(lware und The A111u::i11g Slow Downer soft1rnreJnr manip11lat111g recordingf T/11s ts a 110 e.,p<•rif!IIC< necesl'tlry presentation. so 11'1! will start
/mm the ven beg111ni11g to 111tmtl11cc how tlwse great tool� ct111 hene/11 yrm and rour s111de111s.
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SCROI.ARSHIP AUDfflONS

Dr. Lowell E. Graham, Chair
500 W. University Ave.
El Paso TX 79968

915-747.56o6

(!I

!!I Scan hereon your Smanphone
for more inbmadon and to
� apply online.

Orchestra Section
Jennifer Rogers, Vice President

Within the storm of the spring semester ii
is difficult lo focus on anything other than
upcoming festivals. spring trips. grades.
fundraising, recruiting. and planning a
multitude of concerts and performances.
Each year, as I approach March I feel lhe
demands of being an orchestra director and
it weigh� heavy on me. I begin longing
for spring break and continually question
my sanil)'. However intense this semester
feels, I am always re\\ arded by my students
outstanding achievements and lhe opportu
ntty to create change in my classroom. I
hope that through all your tedious paper
work, long hours of rehearsal. and extra
meetings and obligations you remember
that being a music educator in New Mexico
is an honor. and everyday we walk into our
classrooms and change lives.
As I continue as the orchestra vice presi
dent I want lo encourage everyone to stay
involved in NMMEA. Our organiza11on is
for the benefit of you and your students. I
will continue to use e-mail as my primary
form of communication, so if you are nol
receiving my e-mails please send me your
current e-mail address and I will add you
to the list. Also, don't hesitate to contact
me if you have questions. concerns, or sug
gest10ns.
Now that I have spent I year in this posi
tion, I have a much better understanding of
\\hat it takes 10 ru11 a successful All State. I
must take the time 10 recognize the efforts
of the many individuals who hdped make
the 2012 All State Festival and in-service
Conference successful for students and ed
ucalors. First and foremost, my unending
The 1\/ew Me.\ll' O Musician Spring, 20 I 2

appreciation goes out to Don Gerhearl;
cannot begin to express my gratitude for all
that he does for our organization. The en
tire audition team needs to be recognized:
our adjudicators Daniel Albela Vega and
Jorge Martinez from NMSU. as well as
the site hosts Clarissa Clark and Dee Ann
Cason all did a superb job. Special thanks
to Diane Otts. who made the arduous task
of managing all facilities and equipment
needs at UNM seem effortless. Thank you
to Fred Bugbee, Hovey Corbin, Nancy Joy,
Valerie Potter, Richard White, and Lisa
Van Winkle who led woodwind, brass and
percussion sectionals on Wednesday night.
I greatly appreciate everyone who helped
\\ ith chair placements. thanks for being
willing to help out wherever you were
needed.
Special thanks goes out to the orchestra
cochairs. Teresa Savage and Karen Gin
ther not only took care of the needs of i.he
concert orchestra, but also took the time to
make Chuck feel right al home. Doug Poff
was joined by recently retired Kathy Dol
lahon to take care of Philip Mann and the
svmphony orchestra. Together. with their
posse. they handled every situation imag
inable, plus some that I would have never
imagined. I am so grateful to these indi
viduals, thank you agam.
Many of you monitored a rehearsal, presid
ed over a clinic. and/or worked on the stage
crew; I appreciate your help. 1 need 10 ac
knO\\ ledge Joe Keith at Music Mart for or
ganizing i.he reading session and Don Rob
ertson at Roberson and Sons Violin Shop
for lending us instruments. Art Sheinberg,
thank you for leading the reading session
and lending a helping hand whenever it
was needed. NMASTA and Emily Awes
thank you for organi7ing the luncheon and
the workshop on String Basics. ff you
helped in any capacity and T missed you, I
apologize and please knO\\ that your c o n 
tributions are also valued.
I want to thank everyone who allended this
year's All State in-service Conference. It
was a great opportunity for professional de
velopment. The workshops were well pre
sented and attended It was nice to learn
from specialisl in orchestra education.
Margaret, Jeremy, Da\id, and Blake had so
much information 10 share; and I have al-

ready begun to utilize some of their sugges
tions in my classroom. Attendance al 1he
orchestra section meeting was outstanding.
Many decisions were agreed upon for next
year. and it was a time of positive discus
sion. It was nice to meet with our special
guests: Don Gerheart, Joseph Flores, and
Kristen Derr. Kristen Derr and Rebecca
Jolly presented information on the possibil
ity of starting a State Orchestra Competi
tion. If you are interested in this possibility
you need submit a letter of mtent to par
ticipate to NMAA at your nearest conve
nience. Kristen has already received some
leners from orchestra directors, but she
needs at least 12 to continue the process.
The Friday afternoon concert, featuring
the Eldorado High School String Orchestra
was a treat. I appreciate Ruth and her or
chestra for accepting our special invitation
to perform. What a wonderful way to com
memorate the New Mexico Centennial.
Congratulations to Ruth Stregiel and her
students on an outstanding performance.
This makes a great segue to encouraging all
New Mexico orchestra director.; to consider
submitting an application to be the NM All
State 2013 Honor Orchestra. This is an ex
cellent opportunity to showcase your out
standing young mus1c1ans and to bring in
spiration to musicians throughout the state.
The application process is a simple matter
of submitting 3 copies of a live recording,
with score-;, and a letter of permission from
your administration. All the specific details
are oullined in the NMMEA Handbook on
the NMMEA web-site. All honor orchestra
applications must sent by registered mail
to the Orchestra VP by June I . This year
the format for lhe honors concerts will be
changing. All honors concerts will be split
into 2 afternoon performances. and all pro
grams must be limited to 30 minutes on and
off stage. This new change should increase
attendance and keep the audience engaged
I highly recommend that if you have an en
semble Lhat you are proud of. you should
send in an application. Your ensemble
could be the next NM Honor Orchestra and
that would be a once 111 a lifetime perfor
mance opportunity for your students.
I n addition to the nev. format for the hon
ors concerts. this year will mark thl! first
chance for music educators to showcase
/9

Orchestra . . .
an innovative music ensemble. The appli
cation process for this opportunity will be
detailed in the NMMEA President's article
in this magazine. This new endeavor will
not only provide the opportunity to show
case an alternative ensemble, but it will
also act as a workshop to teach other music
educators how to start similar programs at
their schools. If you have a group that you
would like to submit please lake the time
to read Joseph's article and prepare an ap
plication.
It may seem early, but now is the time lo
start thinking about all state auditions. Au
dition dates will be October 1 7 and 18, at
Volcano Vista in Albuquerque and October
1 9 at New Mexico State University in Las
Cruces. Each audition will consist of a
major and minor scale. a prescribed solo.
two orchestral excerpts. and sightreading.

A special thanks goes out to Teresa Savage.
Daniel Albela-Vega. Kathy Gose, Dee Ann
Cason. Chase Morrision, Kurt Christman,
and Art Sheinberg for selecting the audition
materials. You can find all the materials
on the NM!v1EA website. Solo literature
is posted in April and all excerpts will be
posted by May 1 5 . Please be sure to check
back often in case there are updates or clar
ifications that may be pertinent to your stu
dent's success. 1 f you have any questions
about the audition process please refer to
the website, the handbook will outline the
entire process.
I am excited to announce our conduc
tors for the 2013 All State Music Festival.
Andy Moran will be leading the Concert
Orchestra. Andy is currently the music di
rector and general manager of the El Paso
Symphony Youth Orchestras and the a s -

sistant conductor of the El Paso Symphony
Orchestra. Our Symphony Conductor will
be Jung Ho Pak. the current artistic director
of Orchestra Nova San Diego and the Cape
Cod Symphony Orchestra. as well as musi
cal director of the World Youth Symphony
Orchestra and the director of orchestras at
the lnterlochen Center for the Arts. Both
Andy and Jung Ho have been selecting and
preparing rigorous programs for the 2013
All State Orchestra members.
Thank you for giving me this opportunity
to serve you and young musicians through
out our state. J am honored to be workjng
with so many outstanding music educators.
f hope you all have a wonderful semester
and an even better summer vacation.

Congratulations

NMMEA Officers-Elect for 20 1 3-20 1 4
President - Neil Swapp, Las Cruces
Band Vice President - Jennifer Johnson, Portales
Choral Vice President - Stephen Lewis, Albuquerque
Collegiate Vice President - Jason Paulk, Portales
General Music Vice President - Virginia Hinds, Mountainair
Guitar Vice President - Jeremy Mayne, Albuquerque
Orchestra Vice President - Rebecca Simons, Albuquerque
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2012 STRING ALL-STATE AUDITION MATERIALS
Note: ·'Solo Title" Composer. in Collection. Publisher, section to play, h = half note/q = quarter note/e = eighth note (approx. length)
Note: All auditions will include sight-reading and orchestral excerpts from the 201 J All-State music. Excerpts will posted on the
NMMEA website with permission from Luck's Music Library.
Note: V iolin, V iola, Cello scales will be 3 octaves. q=90, no vibrato, separate bows. Bass scales are 2 octaves, q=90. no vibrato.
separ,te bows.
Note: All solos are listed in order of advancing difficulty l n order to gel into Symphony Orchestra you must demonstrate higher
quality musicianship; choose your solo accordingly. Points for solos will be awarded based on the difficulty of the solo. The #6 & #5
solos .viii have a multiplier of 1 .0. the #4 & #3 = .9, #2 & # I = .8. Therefore. if you play the hardest solo perfectly you will cam the
full 150 points available.
Note: Editions are for reference only; teachers may select an} edition desired as long as the same part of the solo 1s played.
VIOLIN
Major Scale: E Major
Minor Scale: D Melodic Minor
I . "S<)nata for Violin and Piano in E minor, K. 304. I" mvt"
Mozart, exposition (beg.- m 84). h=84 (2:00 min)
2 ..Sonata in D minor, Op. I No. 1 3 1•1 mvt.'' G.F. Handel,
all c=63 (3 min)
3. "\'iolin Concerto in G Major, 1 •1 mvt." Haydn, exposition
(m 21 downbeat of 42, m 54 - downbeat of 77), q-=66
(1 :15 min)
4. '·Partita No. 2 in B minor. BWV 1 002. mvt. II Double" J S.
Bach, all, q=80 (2:00 min)
5. "Concerto tn E MaJor. BWV 1 042. 1 '1 Mvt" J.S. Bach.
exposition (beg - m 52. including tuttis). q= I 00 (2:00 min)
..
6. '·Symphonic Espagnole Edouard Lalo, beg. to downbeat
of80 (solo:. only). q=l44 (2:00 min)
VIOLA
Major Scale: F Major
Minor Scale: D Melodic Minor
I. '·Sonata in E minor for V iola and Piano. Allegro"
Marcello, International Edition (Marchel), all-no repeats,
q=l 12 (1:00 min)
2. "Suite in A - Mvt. f. La Milanese (Andantino)" L.C.
D'Hervelois/arr. D Preucil, in Suzuki Viola School. Vol. 7,
Summy-Brichard, pick up to m. 29 -end, dotted q=63,
(2:45 min)
3. "Sonata in A minor, F. XJV n. 3 (origannly for cello) for
Viola and Piano, Allegro" A. Vivaldi, International
Edition(W. Primrose), all, q=90 (2: 1 5 min)
4. ··suite I in G Major, Prelude" J.S. Bach, in Six Suites for
the V iola. (originally for cello). Schirmer Edition
(Lifschcy), all, q=76 (3:00 min)
5 ·'Adagio and Rondo in D" W.A. Mozart/arr. Preucil, in
Suzuki Viola School, Vol. 6, Sumrny-Brichard, Rondo
only (m. 23 - end). q=l 32, (2:00 min)
6. "Fantasia VII. Allegro". G.P. Telemann/arr. D. Preucil. . in
Suzuki Viola School. Vol. 8, Summy-Brichard. all -no
repeats. q=l20. (2:00 min)
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CELLO
Major Scale: Db Major
Minor Scale: A Melodic Minor
I. "Suite No. 3 in C. Bourree I & 2" J.S. Bach. in Six Suites
for Unaccompanied Cello, lntemational, Bouree I no
repeats, Bourree 2 repeat. q=l 46 (2: IO mm.)
2. Source, Op. 24. W.H. Squire, Carl Fischer. all, q 140
(2:45min.)
3 . "Sonata in E minor. Op. 14. No. 5. Mvt. 2 Allegro" V i valdi.
in Revised Suzuki Cello Vol. 5. p. 4. all. no repeals. q = 1 04
(2:00 min.)
4. "Sonata in D Minor, Op. 5. No. 8. Giga" Corelli (Lindner)
International. all-take 2nd repeat. dotted q= J 1 2 (2:00 min.)
5. "Concerto in Bb Major. Adagio (non troppo)",
Boccherini/Grutzmacher-Rose. International, m 4 lo end
no repeats, e = 69 (3:00 min.)
6. " Concerto No. 2 in D Major, Rondo". Breval. m Revised
Suzuki Cello Vol. 6. all. q = l 1 2 (3:00 min.)

BASS

Major Scale: F Major
Minor Scale: A Melodic Minor
,
I. "Gavotte . Handel, in Pieces Classigue vol. llB, Billaudot,
all. h=76 ( I :45 min)
2. ..Passepied'' Dell'Abbaco, m Pieces Classique vol. UB,
Billaudot, all, q-56 ( 1 :50 min)
3. 'The Elephant" Saint-Saens/arr. Vance, in Progressive
Repertoire, vol. 3, C. Fischer, aJI, e= 132 ( I :00 min)
4. "Melodie" Massenet/arr. Zimrnennan, in Festival
Performance Solos, C. Fischer. all, e=60 ( I :20 min)
5 . "Gavotte" Thomas/arr. Vance, in Progressive Repertoire,
vol. 3. C. Fischer, all. q=72 (2:05 min)
6. ..Etudc # 15 m b minor" Simandl, in 30 Etudes,
International, all, e= l 1 0 (2:50 min)
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General Music Section
Mika Proctor, Vice President

Certificale Program al Portland State Uni
vcrs1Ly 111 Portland, OR and the Kodaly
Institute at the Univcrslly of St. Thomas
in St. Paul. MN She 1:- a Past Prcsidenl
of the Organization or American Kodaly
2013 Educators and received their Outstanding
All-State
Educator Award in2003. Jill wa!> a contrib
Next year·s conference 1s going to be an uting author to Pca�on'Scoll Foresman
exciting one. l get shaky and excited just Silver Burdett·!> Making Music. Grades 5-R
thinking about what ts to come' A fe\\ of Jill current!) resicks in Pa\\ ley's Island
y(,u have offered to lead Thursday work SC where she sings in the Carolina Master
shops. Of the four slots we ha\'C a\'ail (horale and the Carol ma \llaster Chorale
able, "e need one, more. Please contact Chamber Singers teaches music educa
me if you an idea you'd like LO share tion. \\Orld music. and elementary educa
I am thrilled LO announce that our head tion courses at Coastal ( arolina l.Jm\ersity.
liner will be Dr. Jill Trinka! Jill Trinka, and conducts �orkshops for music edu
Ph.D.. is well known by children. p a r  cators throughout the United States. 1ler
ents, and music educators as "a dynamic, DVD Jill Trinka: The Bass Hall Children's
winsome, and energcuc teacher and per Concerts (fl. Worth. TX) was recently r e 
former." Her performances bring new life leased by GIA Music i n late 201 1 . She
to the musical and cultural Lreasures ol ts currently working on Volume S: Smg
American folk music as she accompa111es a Song of Sixpence. and a Chnslmas CD
herself on the dulcimer. autoharp. guitar,
Information
lmportanl
and han.10. She ha:. recorded and wriucn Other
Please
make
sure
to
update
your
four \Olumcs of folksongs. singmg game:,,.
infonnation
at
w,,
v
..
·.nafme.org
to
keep
our
and play parties for kids of all ages· My
111
formation
accurate
\\
1th
NM
MEA.
When
l 1ule Roo::.ter ( 1987). Boughl Me a Cat
( 1 988), John. the Rabbit ( I<>89). and The you register for th1,; conforcnce. mfonna
Little Black Bull ( I 996) These pubhca- tton that has changed is nut upda1ed unlc�s
1ions and her collab<.lrativ<.. recordings \\ith a c.hange form has been sent in. Ihe quick
John Fe1crabend
Had a Little Rooslt!r est wa) to update is through the National
(2005), Old Joe Clark (2006). and There\ Associate for Music Education websttc
It is the time of year to think abou1
a Hole in the Bucket (2006) are puhlished
by and available from GIA Music, Inc. that extraordinary music educator that you
Dr Trinka was a 1 974-75 ford Foundation work with or kno\\,. Please consider nomi
Rmgcr Fellow at the Liszt Academy of Mu nating them for the John M. Batcheller
sic in Budapest. 1-1 ungary, where she stud Award for Excellence m Teaching Elemen
ied Kodaly philosophy and practice 111 mu tary Music. Take lime i n your spring district
sic education. She has taught in public and meetings to choose a nommce from your
private schools m lL. NY, CT. and TX, and distnct. Fonns and requirements arc listed
was on the music education faculties at the on Lhe NMMEA website a1 ww\,.nmmea.
Umversity of Central Arkansas. the Uni\er com Subm1ss1ons are due by June I. 20I:?..
HONOR GROUP: Please also
sity ofNorth Texas, and the Lnivcrsity ofSt.
Thomas, where she also served as director consider submitting a recording of your
of Graduate Programs in Music Education. outstanding elementary performing group
Dr. Trinka holds a B.S. 111 mw,ic educa to be next year's honor group This is not
tion from the University of Illinois. and limited to a vocal group. Any type of pcr
Ph.D. in music education with secondary fom1ance is encouraged to be submitted:
studies in ethnomusicology from the Uni Orff Ensemble. Drumming Groups... l t's
versity of Texas at Austin. She has taught General Music. We have the most \.an
i n Kodaly teacher education programs ety of anyone at this. Let's demonstrate
throughout the United States. and served as it! Do nol be nervous about submitting.
director of the Kodaly Institute of Texas al Go for it! A n application for General
the University of North Texas, the Kodaly Music Honor Group can be found on the
excited lo go back to your classroom and
gi,c to your students what they deserve. the
very best Jeny's honesty and sweet spirit
1s an inspiration to anyone who meet!'> him.

It's amazing how fast time has f!0\\11 since
we were all together at the NMMEA In-ser
vice Confert:ncc1 It always seems like the
third quarter goes the fastest. I hope that
your year has been full of beauuful music
and learning. not only for your students but
also for }Ourself. Keep )OUT head up as you
enter to one of the craziest times of year for
a must� educator program,. celebrations.
promotions and heading into summer.
All-State
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rirst. thank you to the Thursday work
shop presenter!>. You are an integral
part of makmg this conference a suc
cess. I ha\'C heard wonderful feedback
from the membership about your ex
citement and expertise New Mexico is
blessed to have such gifted educators.
Thank ynu to Jerylin Foster and the l\lbu
querque Girl Choir for taking the time from
their \\ inter break to do extra preparation
for the conference. Your commitment to
your students is an msp1rallon to us all.
Thank you also to each presider and moni
Lor ror your willingness to help make
each workshop nm smoothly. Lt may
seem like such a small job. but with
out you things would get a little crazy.
Our headliner, Dr. Jerry Jaccard, brought us
kindness and a renewed love for children
and leaching music. J know that his enthusi
asm about kids and singing got each of you
22
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General Music...
NMMEA website. Guidelines for sub
missions are simple: ( I ) submit a video
recording of a recent performance (not
more tJ1an one year old) (2) submit a letter
from your local Superintendent or School
Board granting permission for your group
to attend, (3 ) the submitting teacher must
be a current member of MENC/NMMEA.
Keep in mind that your school district is
financially responsible for your group's
expenses. Send your submission to: Mika

Proctor I 1 05 1 6 BrookJine Place NW / Al
buquerque, NM 87114. Submissions must
be postmarked no later than June I , 2012.
Upcoming Professional Opportunities:
oDrumming. Go to www. worldmusic
drumming.com for more information.
oOrff-Watch for information.
oKodaly. Go to music.unm.edu/depart
meot_areas/music_ed/nm_kodaly_inst/
index.htrn

oNAfME Education Week: June 22-25,
Baltimore, MD. For more information,
go to www.nafme.org/events/view/music
education-week
I hope you have a fabulous rest of the
year. Bask in the joy of making music with
your children and have a restful summer!

rt!t:, .
•.

New Mexico's Music Education Specialist
Albuquerque Location
2908 Eubank Blvd. NE
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87112
505-292-0707

Visit us on the web at www.baumsmusic.com
Call us toll free 1-800-372-0707
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Choral Section
Arnell David Arellanes, Vice President

Another All State Festival and In Service
Conference come and gone . . . and. from a
choral perspective, it was a very successful
one at that. There were so many positives
and. yes, a few negatives to learn from so
we may grow and improve wilh every All
State to come. My biggest concern this
year was the number of no-shows in the All
State choirs. We had a total of twenty six
students who made the All State choirs but.
for one reason or other, did not show up to
the festival. This means twenty six other
students may have had the opportunity to
experience All State had these no-shows
done the responsible thing in a timely man
ner. Come on fellow choral directors, let's
get on the ball and make sure commitment
means just U,at. Yes, encourage your stu
dents to audition for All State - but also in
still the importance of commitment before
they do go through the audition process.
We will all benefit from this, as will our
choral programs.

I will just say THANK YOU. THANK
YOU. THANK YOU to all those who
helped make AII State such a success. Both
Dr. Rollo Dilworth and Charlotte Adams
said that New Mexico has one of the finest
and best run All State festivals in lhe coun
try. I let them both know we are successful
because of the dedication of our wonder
ful music educators and non music educa
tors alike. who volunteer so many hours to
making our festival and conference what it
is. They were impressed with how smooth
ly the festival went and how well prepared
the students were. Having our choral stu
dents so well prepared rests on your hard
work and that work was recognized by our
guest conductors. Yes, lhe festival seemed
to go quite smoothly. I t must be noted this
would not be so without the incredible o r 
ganizational skills and hard work of our
Executive Secretary. Don Gerheart and a
wonderfully impressive first year as facili
ties coordinator. Diane Otts.

"Finale" use in the classroom - Dr.
Edward Harrington
Musicals. show choir, barbershop
what else should we do
Choral music reading session - high
school
Choral music reading session - middle
school
Please consider submitting application
and CD's for consideration as the 201 3
All State Honor Choir. Preference will be
given to larger schools for the 2013 Hon
or Choir, but all choirs are encouraged to
submit applications. Send applications and
CD's by June I to Arnell David Arellanes,
6139 Talisman Drive NW. Albuquerque,
NM 87120. You can find guideline pro
cedures in the NMMEA Handbook on the
www.nmmea.com website.

Our guest conductors for the2013 Al I State
As we look ahead to next year's All State Choirs will be Dr David N. Childs (Dal
Music Festival and In Service Conference. las. TX) Mi,ed Choir and Dr. Elizabeth
let's work towards an even more impres Shauer (Tucson, AZ). We arc thrilled to
sive All State. Please keep your contact have both share their remarkable talents
information up to date by getting any with our youth and look forward to seeing
changes lo your assignment, name change. them in action.
phone number, e-mail address etc. to Don
- ail if you are Meet our guest conductors
Gerheart. Send me an e m
willing to volunteer for duties during the
Dr. David N . Childs - 20 1 3 Mixed Choir
festival - we can always use more volun
teers on stage crew set up. If you did not David N. Childs, b. 1 969 at Nelson, New
attend the choral section meeting, let me Zealand, has a Bachelor's degree in com
know if you might be able lo help in any position and musicology from Canterbury
capacity with the next All State festival. University, Christchurch, New Zealand;
Also, feel free to recommend clinics and a Master of Music degree in conducting
workshops for future All State Conferences from the Florida State University, Tallahas
that you would find beneficial and names see; and a Doctorate of Musical Aris degree
Although the above sounds a bit like a nag and contact information of those you would
from Louisiana State University. Dr. Childs
ging - the more important message l have like to conduct those workshops. We have
has conducted numerous All-State and
for all of you is a great big THANK YOU! several exciting workshops scheduled for
honor choir concerts in Tennessee, Mary
I am humbled with the support l received 201 3. These include:
land, Virginia, Louisiana, Oregon, Texas,
during this, my first year as Choral Vice
Kansas, Mississippi, Alabama, Florida.
President. So many of you came through
Contest Music Choices- balance, inter
New Zealand, and Japan. Future engage
when needed; from memory auditions, est, musicianship
ments include New York City (Carnegie
monitoring, set up, presiding, cochairing,
Sight reading methods - solfege or Hall, 2012), Florida, Louisiana, South Da
presenting workshops, sponsoring work
kota, Tennessee, and North Carolina. His
shops, and so much more. l would like to numbers
compositions are frequently performed in
send out a personal thank you to each and
Best warn1-ups for choirs - sharing many parts of the world, including Asia,
every one of you by name. However, b e 
Europe, the Americas and Australasia. He
session
cause of m y fear of leaving someone out,
24
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Choral...
has received comm1ss1ons from around
the world. including Japan, New Zealand.
and South Africa. In 2008 he was com
missioned to write an SATB work for the
2009 American Choral Directors' Associa
tion High School National Honor Choir. In
June 2009. he conducted a world premiere
of his Requiem mass for chorus, soloists,
and chamber orchestra. receiving a stand
ing ovation in Carnegie Hall. In March
201 1 he premiered his new work Festival
Te Deum for choir, orchestra and soloists,
also m Carnegie Hal I. He is the 20I0-20 1 1
Tennessee 'Composer of the Year'. and he
currently has over 80 choral works in print.
In addition to his composing. in 20 IO he
formed Vox Humana a Nashville-based
professional choir oftwenty-four voices, as
serves as Executive and Artistic Director.
David is married lo Lesley French Childs,
Assistant Professor of Laryngology at U r
Southwestern Medical Center in Dallas.
Mixed Choir program 20 J 3
I. Ngana - Stephen Leek [Monon Music
#MM405 $2.25]
2. With A lily In Your Hand - Eric Whita
cre [Santa Barbara Music Publishing Inc
#SBMP431 S l .95]
3. Sanctus - Ola Gjeilo [Walton Music
#08501675 $2.05]
4.
Frohlocket 1hr Volker (edited by
Kaptein) Alliance Music #AMP0504 $1.70
5. Heilig (edited by Ray Robmson) Hin
shaw Music #HMCI 135 $1 .90
- AUDITION PIECE
6. Earth Song - Frank Ticheli LHinshaw
Music #HPC7098 $1 .55]
7. Where Your Bare Foot Walks - David
Childs [Walton Music #08501695 $2.05]
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Dr. Elizabeth Schauer - 2013 Treble Choir
An award-winning educator, Elizabeth
Schauer serves as Associate Director of
Choral Activities at the University of
Arizona whe1e she conducts Symphonic
Choir and University Community Chorus,
and teaches undergraduate and graduate
courses in choral conducting and methods.
Dr. Schauer has conducted college. com
munity, church, honor and public school
choirs, and has served as music director of
community and university theatrical pro
ductions as well. She is in demand as an
adjudicator, clinician, guest conductor and
presenter throughout the United States. Her
choirs have been featured al local. state and
regional events of MENC. ACDA and Col
lege Music Society, including performanc
es for the 2012 Pacific-Southwest College
Music Society Conference, the 2011 Ari
zona Music Educators Annual Conference
and the 20 IO Western Regional Conference
of American Choral Directors Associa
tion, as well as for the mcmonal service.
Together We Thrive: Tucson and America,
in the wake of the tragedy that befell Tuc
son and all of Arizona in January 20 1 1 . Dr.
Schauer holds degrees from University of
C1neinnall College-Conservatory of Music.
Westminster Choir College and University
of Michigan.
Treble Choir program 2013
I . Star Spangled Banner
2. Dixit Dominus - Michael Haydn SSA
with piano and solos
Alliance Music
Publishing #AMP0280 $2.00 Opt. String
Parts AMP0280P $10.00

4.
Nigra Sum - Pablo Casals SSA and
piano or organ Terra/Continuo #TC I 20
$1.40
5.
Bonny Wood Green - arr. Stephen
Hatfield SAA Alliance Music Publishing
#AM.P0326 $1.80
6. Homeland - Gustav Holst/arr. Stroope
SSA with piano Colla Voce #45-21 106
$1.70 Opt. Brass & Pere. Parts #45-2 1 106A
$45.00
7.
We Rise Again - Leon Dubinsky/arr.
Adams SSAA and piano G. V. Thompson
#VA2005 $3.95
Please check the NMMEA website often
as answers to most of your questions can
be found there at www.nmmea.com. Fa
miliarize yourself with the NMMEA Hand
book (link at the bottom of the home page).
Contact me with questions or concerns
(adarellanes@yahoo.com) when you are
unable to find the answer on the NMMEA
website.
I wish you the very best for the next few
months m closing out your school year.
Remember. your work motivates our youth
in becoming 1he best they can be. Keep up
the great work and know you are Ln1ly ap
preciated and valued for all you do.
Arnell David Arellanes
Choral VP - NMM EA
6139 Tai lsman Drive NW
Albuquerque, NM 87120
505 7 1 8 9454
adarellaoes@yahoo.eom

3.
Overture to The Marriage of Figaro
- WA. Mozart SSA, a cappella Hinshaw
Music #HMC 1328 $ 1.80
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New Mexico's Largest
Store for Musicians

Coors at Paseo, Albuquerque
(505) 292-0341
800-444-5252
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Collegiate Section
Neil Rutland, Vice President

The 2012 convention/in service was a great
success for collegiate NMMEA. Partici
pating collegiate students, some 85 sing
ers, wind and percussion players spent two
days working with world-class conductor/
clinicians. Both intercollegiate groups per
fonned wonderful concerts of great litera
ture. Many thanks to our clinicians: Sigrid
Jonson of St. OlafCollege and Robert Pon
to from the University of Oregon. Their ex
ample as teachers and conductors will mat
ter to our students for a long time. Thanks
also to Benjamin Brooks (an ENMU alum,
I am not above pointing out) rrom West
Texas A&M Canyon for his world premiere
work celebrating the New Mexico state
hood centennial. Many ilianks also to the
people who make these groups possible:
Jerry Alt, Bradley Ellingboe and Regina
Carlow who did all of the organizational
work for the choir, and Dustin Seifert, Eric
Rombach-Kendell, Chad Simons and Ed
Harrington for organizational and audition
help with the band. I also want to especially
thank Sandia HS band director Tyler North
for his generosity in hosting two days of in
tercollegiate band rehearsals at his school.
There is no doubt the intercollegiate group
participants benefit from working wiili
such gifted and passionate conductors
and that the high school students and oth
ers present at the concerts receive a highly
edifying and educational experience. This
was the second year for the choir and ilie
fifth year for the band so we can say that
we have some experience with this mod
el for college participation. It is fitting
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at this point to take the time to assess the
benefits as well as the cost of these groups
and to try to determine the best way for
ward for Collegiate NMMEA. There
should never be an intercollegiate band
or choir simply "because there was one
last year"; rather, we must always plan
for the maximum benefit for our organi
zation and for our teachers in training.
Plans are underway to have intercollegiate
choir next year while the intercollegiate
band will be on hiatus for the 20 I 3 conven
tion. This will be an opportunity to take a
fresh look at college participation at the con
vention and to find other ways of involving
college students. While participation in the
intercollegiate groups has technically in
creased college student involvement in the
convention, the focus of that involvement
has been to prepare a concert much like
that of the high school students who make
up the all-state bands and choirs. This is
an improvement in affairs from the time
when college participation had dwindled to
almost nothing. We can hope to capitalize
on this greater awareness of our January
convention and engage these pre-service
teachers witJ1 ilicir future colleagues in
networking and finding new insights from
the concerts and clinics the convention
provides. We are also looking at ways to
integrate an intercollegiate ensemble expe
rience wiili the convention, inviting direc
tors and clinicians to the intercollegiate re
hearsal venues for clinics and discussions.
All ofiliis inevitably leads to the questions
we know we should be asking but most of
ten seek to avoid. Al the collegiate level that
means we need to ask: What are the traits
and knowledge we are atkmpting 10 impart
to the music education students? What are
the priority levels for each of these abili
ties? How has the field ofpublic education
changed and what does that mean to our
students? None of these questions are easy
and none of them have pennanent answers.
The question of how to prepare a student to
teach in public schools depends on what a
K-12 music program should look like. Cur
rently, our students are prepared to follow
a career along one of four tracks: band, or
chestra. choir and general music. Our state

organization is organized along those limes;
hence the vice president for each of tlhese
areas. Recently, in no small part O\Wing
to the excellent work done by John Tuuitt
and his fellow guitarist-educators, we !nave
added another vice president positiom for
guitar. We seem to be under the impresssion
that areas of specialty will continue tco be
relevant forever. That word "forever'" has
a decidedly hollow ring to it. If a conltem
plation of the history of music educaticon is
not sufficient to convince us that we will
either change or have change forced om us,
ilien a quick look into ilie trends our cullture
is following should. After my recent trip
to the future, I have mixed news: If you
arc already in ilie latter part of your croreer
then relax. You won't have to change nnuch
before retirement. Just do what you lhavc
been doing and then make a graceful exit.
rr you are a music education studemt or
someone just beginning their career, then
the news is not so comforting. It tumIB out
that your world is going to be different than
ilie one for which you have been traiined.
l urge everyone to read the Music Edluca
tors Journal from last September (Vollumc
98 Number I) and give special attenticon to
three of the articles, each of wtuch o>ffors
a different perspective on what the ftuture
bolds and how best to prepare for it: '"fFrom
the Academic Editor: Advocacy for \What?
Advocacy for Whom?" by Patrick K. Freer,
"Music Education for Life: Building ltnclu
sive, Effective Twenty-First Century lVA.usic
Programs" by NAfME President Scott $hul
er and, the article that best describes, just
how far behind the curve we are, "Tbte El
ephant in the Room" by David A. Williiams.
There a.re several reasons you won't hear
anyone say "l am sorry, but Johnny h1as to
give up maili class for the rest of the se�me s 
ter because he failed his key signature ttest".
but the main one is that we have failed tto es
tablish music study as an actual discii:pline.
I remember a conversation I had wliili a
non-music major while J was an underrgrad
uate at Tennessee Tech. He was h.aving
trouble with the very notion that so1meone
could actually major in music. "Well. what
do you guys do all day?'' he asked. "Dco you
just sit around and play your instrumemts'>"
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Colllegiate. . .
My frriends and I set about trying lo explain
the c:oursework in the music education
curri�ulum and how playing our instru
men�� - actually making music. was only
a partt of our work. It was difficult to ex
plain since he had no musical experience.

According to statistics discussed in ''The
Elephant in the Room". we are only pro
viding meaningful musical experience and
training to. perhaps, I 5% of secondary ed
ucation students in public school. We have
been doing that for a long time. That means

that there is an 85% chance your next ad
ministrator, supportive or not. will have
only the vaguest idea of "what you guys
do all day.'' Try to explain music theory
to a non-musician sometime. Good luck.

Don Gerheart Presented NMAA Distinguished Service Award
Last October the New Mexico Activi
ties A\ssociation (NMAA) presented Don
Gerbe:art with their Distinguished Service
Awarcd for his outstanding interscholastic
leaderrship and dedicated service to the
New Mexico Acti" ities Association and
the strndcnts of New Mexico. The a\\ard
was p,resented at the NMAA Fall Confer
ence Awards Luncheon.
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ln addition to Don's leadership as the Ex
ecutive Director of the New Mexico Mu
sic Educators Association he represents
NMMEA on the NMAA Activity Council
a position he has held since 2003. He has
also been the chair of the Activities Coun
cil since 2004. Don also is a member of
the NMAA Commission representing ac
tivities. He has served as the MC for the

NMAA State Choir and Band Contests for
several years.
Don presently serves as a member of the
Editorial Board rc\'iewing articles for pub
lication in the National Federation of High
School':; "Music Associalton Journal'' a
position he has held smce 2006.
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Music Advocacy by Luis Delgado
Coming Soon to a School Near You:
Teacher EvaJuation Reform
As I sit and write this article, il is late Feb
ruary and the 2012 Legislative Session is
over. I was approached by President Flores
Lo write about one of the hot topics in the
session: Teacher Evaluation Reform. I real
ize that by the time this article is published,
action on teacher evaluation refonn may al
ready be in full swing. Nonetheless, I hope
this article will be useful and informative
to you.
r have read several newspaper and maga
zine articles on teacher evaluation refonn
in several other states and know that we are
not alone in wrestling with this particular
issue. Some states have already imple
mented reform plans that were not well
designed, or designed so that they have
become punitive to teachers and admin
istrators, rather than as a tool to improve
education and teacher effectiveness. Other
states are now dealing with the effects and
complications of some well intentioned,
but poorly designed rcfonri plans.
Here m New Mexico. the Teacher Evalu
ation Reform initiative put forth by Gov
ernor Susanna Martinez and Secretary of
Education Designate, Hanna Skandera,
was not passed by the legislature. The fact
that none of the bills put forth dealing with
reform of the teacher evaluation system is
both good and bad, and there are implica
tions involved that will affect all music
teachers in New Mexico's public schools.
As music educators and teachers of elec
tive. non-tested content/subject areas, we
must be very wary of the next steps to be
taken by Secretary-Designate Skandera and
the Public Education Departmem (PED).
To quickly recap what has been happening:

stitute at least 50% of a teacher's evalua
tion: identify the best practices of effective
teachers and teaching, which would also be
factored into the teacher evaluation system:
and to develop a transition plan to a perfor
mance-based compensation system based
on student growth and progress.

The NMETT mer from June through late
August and issued its Final Report and Rec
ommendations on August 26, 201 1 . A syn
opsis of the Taskforce recommendations for
reforming teacher evaluation is as follows:
I . ) Replace the current pass/fail system
with a system utilizing five effectiveness
levels (ineffective, minimally effective, ef
fective, highly effective, exemplary); 2.)
Effectiveness levels woul d be determined
using multiple measures, including student
achievement data, observations, and other
local district selected measures; 3.) Use a
value-added model (VAM) of data analysis
to measure a teacher's impact on student
achievement. The teacher's value-added
contribution would be dctennined by the
PED and provided to the local school dis
trict for evaluation purposes. Teachers m
tested grades and subjects would be evalu
ated on the following ba:,h,: 50% on VAM
student achievement, 25% on observations,
and 25% on locally adopted measures;
4.) Eventually use value-added measures
for teachers of non-tested grades and sub
jects. These value-added measure8 would
have to be developed. The initial evalua
tion for teachers of non-tested grades and
subjects would be 25% based on the A-F
School Grade, 25% based on observations
and 50% on locally adopted measures; 5.)
In addition to student data, continue the use
of observations and employ objective pro
tocols and procedures; 6.) School districts
should adopt research-driven, and PED
June 201 l - The New Mexico Effective approved measures for the locally deter
Teaching Taskforce (NMETT) was con mined portion of the teacher's evaluation
vened. This group was charged with deter process. Districts should have a process for
minit1g how to best measure the effective key stakeholders lo provide input on these
ness of teachers and school leaders based policy decisions; 7.) Districts should use a
on specific parameters. Their recommenda recommended matrix to determine a teach
llons were to include identified measures er evaluation rating.
of student achievement which woul d con-
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1n the 2012 Legislative Session, there were
two bill introduced that addressed teacher
evaluation reform. House Bill 249/Senate
Bill 293 closely mirrored the recommen
dations of the NMETT. The other bill in
troduced, House Bill 25 I/Senate Bill 3 1 5,
proposed creating a council that would
make recommendations for a state teacher
evaluation framework, which incorporated
many more measures than the proposal
from the NMETT. A call went out to all
music and art educators in the state to con
tact their legislators with concerns regard
ing these hvo bills and how they would
fairly or unfairly impact those teachers of
non-tested subjects. Neither of these two
bills was approved in the House Educa
tion Committee, but a compromise bill was
crafted and forwarded to tbe full House
of Representatives on the final day of the
session. The compromise bill was neither
debated nor voted on and died when the
legislative session ended.
So, what is the situation as it currently
stands? Because New Mexico was recent
ly granted a waiver from having to calcu
late Adequate Yearly Progress (AY P) that
is part of No Child Left Behind (NCLB)
legislation. and because the waiver request
was granted on the premise that a teacher
evaluation system would be one of the
refonns to be put in place. we will most
surely be looking at some type of teacher
evaluation system reform. Commenting
on the failed efforts to pass their education
legislation, Secretary-Designate Skandera
stated that they woul d be looking at usmg
"executive rule" or regulation to implement
their teacher evaluation reforms. What the
refonn is going to look like has yet to be
determined, but do expect that many facets
of it will mirror the recommendations of
the NM Effective Teacher Taskforce.
Educators, as a whole, are not opposed
to being held accountable and as music
educators, we are constantly being held
accountable and being judged on student
perfonnance. This performance is a direct
result of the teaching strategies. pedagogy.
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Advocacy...
and curriculum that we implement in our
classrooms and is one over which we have
direct control. Contrast that lo the proposal
Uiat 25�u of a music teacher·s evaluation
is to be based on a school's "A-F Grade"
which is highly dependent on student stan
dards based assessments (SBA} scores in
readmg and math. Other factors used in
the dctennining a school "A-F Grade'· are
Opportunity to Learn (an environment that
facilitates learning) and Student and Parent
[ngagcmenl. This is where the fine arts are
listed as a category or catalyst for engage
ment. Also note that Student and Parent
Engagement only generates "five bonus
points·· toward the final school grade. One
has to be concerned that at the secondary
level. the majority of a school's staff will
be graded on the pnmary work of perhaps
20% of the teaching staff, i.e. the Math and
English teachers. A l the elementary level.
those teachers of non-tested subjects and
grade levels receiving 25% of their evalu
ation based on the school grade will be the
K-2 classroom teachers, music, an, physi
cal education, computer or technology,
librarians and any other specialist teacher
that works \\ 1th the dementary population.
We all contribute to the O\erall educational
m1ss1on. but if we arc to be evaluated fairly.
the rating of effectiveness and competence
needs to be determined with reliable and
accurate measures that are lied to the leach
ing and achievement that occurs m our
classrooms.
Also look for observations of instruction
al practice lo become a larger part of the
evaluation system. for tested and non-test
ed grades and subjects. Again. for music
educators this is nothing new. We arc used
to being observed in the classroom and the
performance arena. What will probably be
different 1s the criteria or rubric that will
be used as the evaluation or observation
tool. A rubric that only considers a music
teacher's contribution to reading or math
content. or attendance rates or school en
gagement undervalues what the music edu
cator provides for the students and music as
a course of study. All the proposed reform
bills mentioned multiple observations over
The New Mexico Musician - Spring. 2012

the course of the school year. Because of
the time involved in possibly doing two to
four observations per teacher. other admin
istrators. "tramcd observer teams." or peer
teachers will be taking on some of these re
sponsibilities. If observation 1s to be a vi
tal part of the evaluation process. then is it
imperative that the observer be k.nowledge
able and infonncd about the content area
being observed. Observer feedback could
be part of the fom1al evaluation process or
become part of a professional development
plan to improve the effectiveness of the ob
served teacher
The category of "dis1nct approved mea
sures'· is somewhat of an unknown at this
point. While it is acknowledged that music
programs contribute to school wide mea
sures of attendance. dropout prevention
graduation rates. and work habits/ethics,
these should not be the sole measure of the
effectiveness of a music teacher and his/
her contribution to a school's success. If
anyU1ing. they should be a minimal part
of a music teacher's evaluation For mu
sic teachers, district approved measures
should reflect the 1.) Curriculum that is
taught; 2.) c;;tate and national standards that
focus on creating, performing and respond
ing; 3 ) The number of students taught: 4.)
The amount of instructional time available.
and if a gro\, U1 model 1s to be used. then
5.) A system must be developed that takes
into account the beginning level of student
achievement and accurately measures indi
vidual and program growth at all levels.
So what can you (and your colleagues) do
to if you find yourself subject to an evalu
ation system that docs not adequately re
nect your contributions as a teacher? First
and foremost, educate yourself on what is
happening at your school building and/or
school district. Do not be afraid to talk lo
the decision makers and ask questions. 1l is
important lo do so in a professional man
ner. Make an appointmen1 and go into the
meeting with a prepared lis1 of questions.
Be prepared to offer suggestions. ideas, in
formation. assistance and to be part of the
solution.

Talk lo other colleagues, music an<l non
mus1c, to gel different perspectives and
be part of the dialogue with professional
organizations such as a teacher's union.
New Mexico Music Educators Association
or any of the other professional groups to
\s,, hich you may belong.
Align yourself w1lh those for whom the
'·one size fits all" model docs not serve
well. You will find ready colleagues in the
other ans areas, but also teachers in other
non-tested subjects, i.e. science. history. li
brary. vocational and technology, and phys
ical education. A strong unified voice can
make an impact and change minds. Don'1
think of this as a "battle to be won." but
as an opportunity to create a better system
for you and your colleagues. a way to have
your contributions and challenges noted
and accepted.
Realize that principals and other admin
istrators will also have a new evaluation
system. There will be new expectations for
administrators on how they work with their
teaching staff and for the prnfcss1onal de
\'Clopment they will have to undergo to im
prove as 111structional and educational lead
ers. Know that some administrators ,.,,ill be
open and receptive to your input and ideas.
while others will perhaps have !heir hands
tied in the matter and won·t budge from
mandated poLicy. Regardless of the situa
tion. it is imperative that you work within
your school's protocols or "chain of com
.
mand. system: remain professional. posi
tive and productive: and mstead ofthinkmg
of this as something "that will be done to
you." work to make 1t a positive action Lhat
will work for you. For more infonnallon
and resources on Teacher Evaluation. visit
the NAfME website.
Luis Delgado
1 nstructional Manager
APS Fine Arts Department
Albuquerque Public School
505-880-8249 x338
de1gado_1uis@aps.edu
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Advocacy...
Five Books Every Beginning Choral Director Should Read
Being a young conductor and finding re canonic. independent two-part, homopho
sources to help you in the pursuit ofknowl nic four-part. mdepcndent four-part. a cap
edge about your craft is very important. pella, and simple keyboard-accompanied
Which resources arc available'? Which re textures. and much of the music consists
sources are reliable? Which ones contain of folk songs and other familiar melodics
infonnation you need to know and can use that have been arranged with a simple
with your choirs? Which ones just take up hannonic bass pa1t that can be played, if
space on your bookshelves'! These are all desired. on a keyboard instrument. All of
questions we must ask ourselves when con the music is access•ble in terms ofmelody,
sidering conducting texts to read and prac rhythm, and harmony. thus allowing the
tice from. Many of the books we buy d e  music to be read with relative ease and to
pend on what we hope to learn from them: be adaptable to classes ofvarying sizes and
gesture, performance practice. rehearsing resources"(Shrock).
techniques. Listed here are a variety of
books every beginning choral conductor Among the well-known texts that choral
conductors should have is The Structure
should read.
of Singing. by Richard Miller. This book is
Evoking Sound, by James Jordan, is an ex essential to any person who sings or works
cellent text for the conductor that takes the with a choral ensemble. The book offers
approach that we "actually do not conduct; a variety of infonnation on pedagogical
we evoke sounds from our singers with our techniques for learning how Lo sing and
gesture. which is set into motion with our understanding the \ ocal apparatus. The in
own breath, the miracle that is the musical formation will help the choral director or
phrase" (Jordan 6). The text deals with the the singer understand what 1s happening 10
physicality of conducting: the conductor' s singers dunng a rehearsal and help :;olve
alignment usmg the Alexander Technique, problems as they anse. 'CTle text can also
how gra\ ity and he
I muscles interact. La be used Lo help resol\c pers1slmg problems
ban techniques. and teaching the body how that the singers of your ensemble are dcm
to mo\C. Jordan helps gmde the conductor om,trating. It gives rnfonnation on vocal
on how to be a good listener and learn basic ranges. vocalises. appog10 breathing tech
conducting gestures. and offers many exer niques. and working with diffcrcnt \Oice
cises for the conducting student to practice types. On a personal note, l would not rec
and evaluate themselves on what they have ommend this text for anyone who does not
learned. Also. I find his section on rehearsal enjoy heavy reads or taking a lot of notes.
technique to be most valuable.
Choral Charisma. by Tom Carter is consid
Music for Beginning Conductors. by Den ered a literal "must read" by many adult.
nis Shrock, is an anthology of music de high schools college. middle school. el
signed to include all repertoire necessary ementary. and children choir directors
for beginning choraJ conductmg classes. across the U111ted States.
However. the music in the anthology can
also be music that you use for practice with ''The book begins with an exploration of
your own choirs not just in a beginning how directors can create the environment
conducting class. "Organized from simple necessary to support such a paradigm shift.
to complex. the I 03 pieces in the anthol presenting thoughts on how to create a
ogy represent and address standard and ba safe and supportive atmosphere within the
sic techniques, including entrances on and choir ... and why doing so is so important.
offbeats. phrasings and articulations. fixed What follows gives readers all they need 111
and changing dynamic levels. varied tem order to institute profound changes within
pos and meters. fern1atas. extended beat in their program- or add different peda
patterns. and mixed meters. In a<ldit1on. gogical methods to their toolbox" (Carter).
each of these categories is explained at the The text includes many exercises that help
beginning of the anthology. The pieces are to free up singers physical\1. mentally. and
scored so you have experience \\ 1th unison. emotionnlly. These ideas arc casil) adapt-

3.?

able to use in individual or group settings.
Some exercises can be used exactly a-; they
arc written and others are easily modified
to use in part, or modified for the given sit
uation. Many of the exercises dig down to
a very personal level. which will challenge
the best ofsingers.
Finally. there is Group Vocal Technique.
by renowned vocal specialists Frauke
Haasemann and James Jordan of West
minster Choir College. This text is an ex
cellent source for the vocal grO\'.- th of any
choir. The text helps guide the conductor
in techniques for teaching posture. breath
ing, and the use ofvoice training the choral
rehearsal. The book is filled with different
exercises that stress the importance of vo
cal technique and different methods to in
corporate these techniques into your choral
rehearsal. For any vocal technique issues
that arise dunng your rehearsals. this book
is the place to go. The book also has a video
as well as cards that serve as supplemental
matcnals.
All of the texts that I have suggested are
only the begging texts that every choral
director should read or in many mstances
0\\. 11. These texts serve as invaluable refer
ences \\hen working \'.ith your own choir
or will at least be able to point you in the
right direction to solve any issues youi
choir 1s ha\'ing. These texts are written
by successful choral directors for both the
beginning and professional choral direc
tor. Each of the books on the list includes
books that I have enjoyed reading and have
added to my collection. Hopefully you \\ ill
do the same, enjoy your reading!
Written by Cod) Duff - One of our Col
legiate Members from Eastern NM Uni
versit)
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TEACH I NG G U ITAR
-WORKSHOPS
GET GUITAR I N YOUR SCHOOL!

What Are the Teaching
Guitar Workshops?

Taught by the NAfME Guitar
Education Team. the Teaching Guitar
Worlo:shops train school music
educators to start successful
classroom guitar programs
Since 1995 over 3000 teachers have
been trained at the Teaching Guitar
Worl<shops. Through these teachers
we have brought guitar mstruct1on to
over 500.000 chlloren
Tuition for the Workshop 1s Just

$350· for NAfME members

Attendees rece1vet: 3 graduate
credits from Duquesne University, a
gui1ar, numerous method bOOl<s and
accessories The Workshop Is easily
a S1500 valuet

Teachers Are Starting
Guitar Programs in Their
Schools

There are plenty of reasons lo start a
guitar program 1n your school somo
teachers report that their Principal
wants to offer a guitar coorse. often
students ask for guitar class, some
teachers need more students to
teach when block scheduling causes
them to lose students from their
band, chorus and orchestra classes,
marty teachers want lo bnng music
to a larger percentage of the student
body Offenng guitar bongs those
students 1n!

Rave Reviews for
Classroom Guitar

When surveyed, 70% of responding
teachers reported that teaching
guitar has made them feel better
about their career and 100% of those
teachers woold recommend the
Teaching Guitar Worlo:shops to fellow
music educators. Over one-third of
the teachers surveyed reported that
they have increased job security
because they are teaching so many
more students.

You Don't Have To Be a
Guitar Hero

A wide range ofguitar ability Is
represented in our Workshops.
Some teachers come only knowing a
few chords. others come with
degrees in classical guitar If you
don·t have any previous gu1 uir
tratntng thats ok. The focus of the
program 1s to train educator.; 10 be
great guitar teachers, not necessenlv
greet guitar players

Learn From Instructors
With Experience

Our award-winning clin1c1ans have
years of expenence teaching
classroom guita1 They represent all
levels from Elementary through
College. and can provide strategies
forteacllers who went to start e
mutt1-year program or for teachers
that want to mcorporale the guitar
tnto their general music class

·-

Find out more onllne at www.gultaredunet.org
sponsored by·

"'

1.............

• Turuon lee tS based "" 2012 rates. Canada Worl<sllc,p tu, uon lee ,s S250 All woncshop attenaees are r•spons,ble
ror lhelf own travel, room and board u.S allendees must be NAIME mem� Rates subject to change
t Canadoan altendecs do n� =e,ve graduate aed, ls. l.6vel II attendees do not rece<ve a gu,1a,
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Music Faculty

Joseph Kline

Dean, College ofFine Arts
Dustin Seifert

Department Chair,
Director of Bands,
Euphonium and Tuba
Chris Beaty

Saxophone, Jazz Studies

Tracy Carr

Music History. Double Reeds
Mark Dal Porto

Music Theory. Aural Skills.
Piano, Composition
Michael Ellzey

Trumpet

Travis Erwin

Guitar/Bass Instructor
Tiffany Holmes

Flute

Bruce Keeling

Trombone

Jennifer Laubenthal

Clarinet

John Olsen

Piano

Cheryl Pachak-Brooks

Studio and Class Piano
Jason Paulk

Director of
Choral Activities
Kayla Paulk

Vocal Cooch. Accompanist
Neil Rutland
Associate Director of Bands

Percussion, Music Technology
Jason Vest

Voice

Liz Wade

Voice

Jeanie Wozencraft-Ornellas

Voice
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Retirees/Mentoring News
Ron Lipka, Chair
problem areas have been evident Some
most obvious to me are:
Some of the French Hom ctude choices
have been extremely difficult and. in my
opinion, have limited the number of pos
sibly talented students from trying.

Friends; M) Burning Question #2 Why
do so
uni,·ersity Music Education pro
grams fail to include Classroom Manage
ment as a required subJect? Ts on hold for a
bit while we deal with another.

fe,,

Are the current appro,ed materials for band
All State auditions currently appropriate'?
Ilow and by whom are the assignments
from the approved materials decided?
NMMEA President Joe I lores and Band
V.P. Neil Swapp agreed that these ques
tions might be studied and rccommenda
l1ons made eonceming these issues. The
last series of recommended changes seems
to have been around 1 997-98. They have
allowed me to fom1 a committee and I have
done �o trying to use mostly our retired ed
ucators as well as several other experienced
and well-qualrfied members. Forming the
committee was way easier than expected as
these were questions lhat interest so many
of us. Here is the Jetter l sent.
Friends; Addressing my concerns about
some of the All State audition material
Band Vice President Neil Swapp has autho
rized the formation of a committee to ex
amine the current material and investigate
alternate material which might better serve
Lhc needs of our students and teachers. The
idea is not to entirely replace the current
etude books (some of these have worked
just fine) but to address some that may need
a better choice. For this committee I am
seeking the help of music education retir
ees as they may have the time and wisdom
of experience to improve the auditions.
As r have heard mock auditions at Cibola
High School for a number of years some
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AND SO THE COMMITTEE HAS BEEN
FORMED.
VOLUNTEERS FOR THE AUDITION
MATERIALS COMMITTEE:

The alto and bass clarinet assignments
have been from the Rose studies intended
for soprano clarinet and are not appropri
ate for alto, bass, contra alto or contra bass
clarinet.

OBOE/ENGLISH HORN: Rebecca Ray(
Albuquerque)

The "48 Famous Studies for Oboe and
Saxophone·· may be fine choices for Alto
and Tenor Sax but not so famous for oboe.
English horn and Baritone Sax.

SOPRANO CLARINET: Donna Nossett
(Albuquerque)

Are the Weissenborn/Ambrosio studies re
ally practical for burgeoning bassoonists?
Should lhe tenor trombone students really
have lo buy I:\\ o books?
Years ago we settled the issue that tenor
trombone and bass trombone are entirely
different mstruments and the percussion
things have been updated. Now it is time
to consider some other issues.
A ma;or concern of mine has been not just
the choice of the ctudc books but the as
signments v.ithin those book!>. Currently
the assignments arc made by the audition
ers for the upcoming year This is usually
college personnel and l can re:;pcct their
involvement However not all of the au
ditioners ma) have significant experience
\\ith high school students and may be (of
ten hun iedly) choosing inappropriate as
signments. My suggestion has been for a
comrniuee of retirees to also make these
assignments. Who is better equipped for
choosing music that will occupy thousands
of hours of student and teacher work?
In considering alternate etude/stud
ies books it is important that the book is
AVAILABLE AND AFFORDABLE. All
auditioning students must play from ongi
naI music. No copies arc allowed.
This committee needs expertise in each
area:
ARE YOU READY TO HELP?
CONTACT ME:
Ron Lipka

FLUTE: Steve Baldock (Clo,is)

BASSOON: Martha Anderson (Albuquer 
que)

ALTO/BASS CLARINET: Torn Mart111
(Albuquerque)
ALTOffENOR SAXOPHONE· D1antha
Swoboda (Albuquerque)
BARITONE SAXOPHONE: Paul Blakey
(Albuquerque)
FRENCIT HORN: Elliott Higgins (Jemez
Springs), Tom Schripsema (A lbuqucrque)
TRUMPET/CORNET: Ron Lipka/ Kc
nAnderson (Albuquerque)
TENOR TROMBONE: Charles Faull-.ncr
(Albuquerque)
BASS TROMBONE· Bill Clark (Las
Cruces)
EUPHONlUM: Charles Faulkner (Albu
querque)
TUBA: Kc11h Jordan. Richard White
( Albuqucrque)
PERCUSSION: Pam Towry Church (Red
River) Les Leach (Fan11ington)
MISCELLANEOUS: Norvil Howell
(Clovis)
These volunteers arc now in the process of
evaluating and fonning suggestions.
Should you like to have input to the com
mittee please contact me.
A related issue is the All State Wind
Instrument Audition Judging Sheet which
has some unclear terminology and redun
dancy. Perhaps it could have some tweak
ing to make it clearer and more useful.

lipkar@cybennesa.com
505-890-061 8 (H)

Ron Lipka

505-280-0878 (C)
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Here are some simple, time-effective ways principals
can assist their school's music educators:
Create and Foster an Environment of Support
• Study the ways that music education develops creativ
ity, enhances cooperative learning, instills disciplined
work habits, and correlates with gains in standardized
test scores.
• Provide adequate funding for instruments and music
education materials.
• Make certain that your school has a fully staffed
faculty of certified music teachers.
Communicate Constructively
• Make statistical studies and research supporting
the value of music education available to other
administrators and school boards.
• Encourage music teachers to support their cause by
writing articles in local newspapers, professional
journals, or by blogging online about the value of
music education.
• Share your students' successes with district colleagues.
Include articles in school and district newsletters to
communicate the value of music in a student's
education.
V1 s1t www.nafm1:.org 11nd search
"Pnwl'r of Music" for rnorl
PnnC'1pal Resources.

•

National Association
.for Muiic Education

be a part of.

USIC@

New Mexico Highlands University

www.nmhu.edu/music

NEW MEXICO HIGHLANDS UNIVERSITY
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Guitar Section
John Truitt, Vice President
mush it meant to be a part ofsomething so
groundbreaking. We were so honored that
he was there to be a part of it!

It is hard to believe, but we are now busy
preparing for our fourth New Mexico All
State Guitar Ensemble! As l look back
on the terrific journey we have been on
these last years. all I can say is wow! The
growth in the guitar programs in our state
has been phenomenal, and our work here
has been emulated and talked about in vir
tually every MEA in the country. Look for
more and more exposure m the national
spotlight in years to come, as guitar is ac
cepted by state after state. Nevada will
begin All-State Guitar in April, and active
discus::.ions are going on in Missm1ri, Ari1ona and Utah. H's happening!
This year·s group bad its own special
sound. The group had a presence quite
unlike any of our previous groups, and the
only thing I can attribute U1is to is the im
proving technique across the state. Sound
production is just getting better and belier,
and so the youngsters come to all-state with
a better concept oftone and how to produce
it. The pallet of tone was really on parade
in the Mark Anthony Cruz piece "Awak
enings" and also in ''La Bananita," which
was arranged by our clinician, Bill Swick.
l was so proud that Bill was at the NMMEA
Luncheon at which lhe Guitar Division was
officially voted into our organization. Bill
has been very helpful to us. and deeply in
volved in the guitar education movement
in the United Stales for a long time. It was
an honor to have him witness to the formal
adoption of guitar as an All-State Division.
Truly a milestone! At the rehearsal that fol
lowe<l Lhc meeting, he told the students lul\,
38

Next year's All-State will have some no
table differences procedurally both for lhc
guitar division and for the event as a whole.
First, here are some things U1at will be im
pacting everyone. The biggest thing we
have to inform everyone about it that we
have extended the day for all participants.
Th.is has been done to accommodate the
Honor Concerts into the daytime schedule.
It has long been noted that many all-state
participants do not get to hear the honor
groups because the concerts were at night.
Concerts will be held mid-afternoon, and
after the concerts groups will return to re
hearsal until 6:00pm. There will not be
evening concerts'
1 he other substantial change has to do with
a category of performance group we arc
calling 'The Innovative" ensembles that
exist across the state. There will be a clinic
time devoted to the presentation or a per
formance an<l clinic ofa group that may not
be represented in the groups usually associ
ated \\ith All-State, like steel drum bands.
mariachi bands, shO\\ choirs and others.
This clinic would involve a demonstration
by Ule group and a chnic by the teacher on
methods and materials used in its teaching.
We are excited about the potential for new
ideas and teaching with this clinic! Please
notify someone on the executive board if
you may fit in this category.
There arc some thtngs that will be different
for us as guitar directors, too. At our sec
tion meeting, it was decided that we would
not be using two etudes for our audition
this coming year. There will be an excerpt
from our repertoire chosen by the clinician
and vice president in place of the second
etude. Our etude source has changed as
well. The audition material::. are as follows:
I . Study #6 in D Major by Fernando Sor
(20 Studies by Fernando Sor, Sego,ia Edi
tion, MaJks Publishers, quarter note=82
2 Exccrpl TBA
). Three ')cta,e !'melodic minor scale. two

octave Eb maj or scale, quarter note= I 00 as
presented in Diatonic Maj or and Minor
scales, Andres Segovia. (Theodore Press
er)
4. Sight reading example.
Our Audition site will once again be Ci
bola High School, and our site chair will
be Eduardo Trujillo. Eduardo has done a
fabulous job in running auditions for the
last tv.·o years, and we are thrilled that he
will be doing it again. The dates will be
October 17 and 18, 2012.
It was noted by all the directors present at
the opening rehearsal of this year's event
that many of the kids were arriving with a
less than adequate level of preparation. In
order to encourage better preparation we
will be starting our rehearsals differently
this coming year. Wednesday evening will
begin with sectionals run by the directors
to msure readiness for the first general re
hearsal, and to identify those students who
may need special help. We will follow the
procedures that 1he choirs have used for .1
long lime. and require the students to be
ready or face dismissal. Being ready v. ith
the music is a basic responsibility!
There was a fair amount of discussion at
our February Executive Board meeting
about the Future inclusion of a guitar honor
group in All-State. We have also talked
about this in our section meetings, and
now is the time to begin considering this
in earnest. How we select the group and
when we want to begin this tradition will
be things we will need to put in place in
the coming year. How exciting! Be sure
to record your group's concerts and think
carefully about the selections you play in
the coming year . . . a lot could depend on it!
Our clinician for 2013 will be a true star in
the guitar world. the famous Martha Mas
ters. Martha is one of the most respected
guitarists in the world. but in addition to
being a sough-after recitalist. she is also ac
knowledged as one of the top guilar educa
tors in our country. Ln addition to having a
Naxos recording contract. Martha has won
the GFA competition, The Andres Sego, rn
The .Ve11 Mexico \111sicia11
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Guitar . . .
C. ompcti11on tn Spain, and been a priLewin
ncr in many more. She is the Director of
Guitar Studies at Loyola Marymount Uni
,ers1 ty. and has published works for Mel
Ba) Publications. She is a star for sure, but
she started her career studying gU1tar i n a
publtc school. the first of our cl1111cians to
rise through the ranks from a school gui
tar program. We arc ,e1v excited to haYe
her! A.t 1!11S time, she i:-. carcfull) consid
ering the repertoire we ,, 111 be using next
year, and that will be announced on the
NMMEA \\Cbsite hy April I
Sadly I must tell you that this ,, di be the
last column that I ,1vrite as Acltng Vice
Presideni of the Guitar Division. Since m)
retirement from Albuquerque -\cadcmy. I
ha,e enjoyed the ability 10 'visit man} of
your classrooms and hdp \\ ith things that
you are working on. I have been amazed
at 1hc "itality that the 5uitar programs
have in our state. and l l ha-. been a tremen-

dous honor to lead this enterprise 1hrough
a very auspicious time It is t11m! no" for
a new leader to guide 1hc division. and I
am thrilled to pass on a gro\\ ing tradition
or cnlhusial)m and inno,ation in the teach
ing of guitar in the :-.chools. We ha'v e done
something together that no one else had
ever done before. and in doing so \\C ha,c
Jed the way for a 11c,, \\ave of energy in
music education on our country. E,ery
one has grown as a result of the efforts we
put forth. and no,, we can see the result:,
begin to shov. in ways that we only hoped
a le\\ years ago. Youngsters arc leaving
high school with the goal of becom111g gui
tar directors; composers and publishers are
focusing more effort on the producing mu
sic for the guitar ensemble: two more stales
ha, e started All-Stale Guitar Ensembles.
and school administrators are begmning to
see the immense value in their commurn
t1es that gmtar study can ha\'e Our meet
mg in 2005 i n which we dreamed out loud

about guitar i n All-State bore fruit. Prelly
sweet fruit at that. To all of you who have
helped in any way to advance our division.
I thank you from the bottom of my heart.
We arc so fortunate to li,e tn a state like
Ne," Mexico and at a time in which our
state orgarnzallon is so forw ard looking
and rcady 10 see the potential in new ideas.
Blessings to you all!
Long LI\e the New i'vtexico All-State Gui
tar Initiative!
John Tniitt
Albuquerque Acadcm) (emeritus)
Truitt(ci aa.edu

Spotlight school music and your program during Music In Our Schools Month•.
Participate in the Concert for Music In Our Schools Month.
Contact your state representatives and discuss their position on music in the schools; tell them about
any upcoming concerts your students will perform.
Check out and print "Get the Message· Flyers at
and distribute to your supporters.
Sign the Music Education Advocacy Pledge at
and forward to your
social media network.
Register for your MIOSM Flag Certificate at
Invite a guest speaker to your class to talk about music's role in his or her life.
Play NAfME "Why Music?" PSA's during morning announcements
Retweet and repost the MIOSM Fact a Day from the NAfME Facebook and Twitter pages.
Tie your events to another newsworthy happening or a public figure in your community.
Purchase the specialty items offered at
and give them to your students and
colleagues to remind them of the importance of music education.
Find more ways to spotlight school music during MIOSM at

to download the 201 2 Concert sheet music and rehearsal tracks- FREE!
Visit
Start rehearsing now, then visit March l to download the program video, featuring special guest hosts
and schools from around the nation.
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University News
Eastern NM University News
Submitted by Jennifer Laubenthal

Greetings from the ENMU Department of
Music! The Department has experienced
many musical happenings this semester in
cluding recitals given by students, faculty
and guest artists. We also hosted the Col
lege Music Society Rocky Mountain Chap
ter Conference, Eastern Plains Clarinet
Celebration and the Texas Tech Saxophone
Quartet. Most of these recitals and events
are free and open to the public.
For more information, please visii our web
site at www.enmu.edu/music
Ensemble News
The ENMU Chamber Singers will be join
ing forces with Santa Fe Symphony and
Chorus for a pcrfonnance of Ein Dcut
ches Requiem by Johannes Brahms on
Sunday, April 22 at the Lcnsic Perlom1ing Arts Center 111 Santa Fe. The ENMU
Choirs will be performing a New Mexico
Centennial Celebration Choral Concert on
Thursday, May 3 in Buchanan Hall on the
ENMU Campus. The concert will feature
music of New Mexico
Calling all ENMU Choral Alumni: The
ENMU Choirs and Alumni Choir members
will be traveling to Italy for a twelve day
pcrfonnance lour. May 14-25. 2013 ! Dr.
Jason Paulk and Dr. George Umberson wiil
co-direct the tour as we perform in some
of ltaly·s grandest venues. including St.
Mark's (Venice), Santa Maria del Fiore
(Florence), and St. Peter's (Rome). Don't
miss this exciting opportunity to rekindle
friendships and make some incredible mu
sic together. Contact Jason.paulk@cnmu.
edu for more information.
Faculty News
Eastern New Mexico University hosted
the Rocky Mountam College Music Con
ferem:e on March 2 - 3. 2012. College
40

Music Society promotes music teaching
and learning. musical creativity and ex
pression, research and dialogue, and in
terdisciplinary diversity. The society joins
together college, conservatory, university,
and independent musicians and scholars
interested in all disciplines of music as
well as addressing concerns facing music
in higher education. CMS is separated into
9 regions of the US. The Rocky Mountain
Chapter has over 325 members which en
compass Colorado, eastern Idaho, eastern
Montana, New Mexico. Wyoming, western
North Dakota, northwestern South Dakota,
Utah, Alberta, and Saskatchewan. Chapter
conferences are held once a year.
ENMU was very well represented at the
Conference with Dr. Tracy Carr and Dr.
Mark Dal Porto as co-hosts. Presentations,
performances, and lecture recitals were
given by; Dr. Tracy Carr, Dr. Jeanie Ornel
las. Dr. Jennifer Laubenthal, and Mrs. Kay
la Paulk. Dr. Mark Dal Porto and ENMU
student Jared Aragon premiered choral and
band compos1t1ons at the Friday. March
2nd composer's concert.
Kayla Paulk, Vocal Coach and Collabora
tive Pianist, in addition to collaborating in
thirty faculty, guest and student recitals this
semester, presented her research, "Plays
Well wilh Others: Fostering Collaborative
Piano Skills in the Undergraduate Piano
Student" al the Rocky Mountain Regional
Conference March 3, 2012. Mrs. Paulk
also received acceptance of two articles for
nationally peer-reviewed journals: "From
the Bench: Facilitating Collaborative Sup
port from the Choral Accompanist," for
the of the American Choral Directors As
sociation's Choral Journal. and ··Playing
Well with Others: Nurturing Collabora
tive Skills in the Private Piano Studio" for
Music Teachers National Association's
American Music Teacher. Outside of her
university activities. Mrs. Paulk recei\ed
notice from the Office of the Secretary of
State (New Mexico). Diana Duran. that a

photograph of hers. Tu Morro, was chosen
as one offifly lo be featured in the Centen
nial issue of the New Mexico Blue Book.
The book will be published Spring2012.
Jenny Laubenthal, Assistant Professor of
Clarinet, has actively been involved in re
gional and international conferences. She
recently presented her research. ""Trend
and Observations Found in Stravinsky's
use of the Clarinet during the Years 191419 l 9: Why does Stravinsky Switch be
tween the A and 8-flat Clarinets so Often?"
al the 2012 Hawaii International Confe r 
ences on Arts and Humanities in Honolulu.
Hawaii and she performed Songs for the
Shadowland by Paul Stanhope for the Col
lege Music Society Rocky Mountain Divi
sion Conference held on March 3,2012. In
addition to presenting and performing at
conferences. Dr. Laubenthal was recently
chosen to adjudicate the International
Clarinet Association Research Competition
Lluring the Clarinetfest Conference in Lin
coln, Nebraska August 1 -5, 2012.
The clarinet studio hosted Dr. David Cart
er. University of Arkansas-Fort Smith, for
the first annual Eastern Plains Clarinet Cel
ebration on February 25, 2012. The day
included a wann-up workshop, college and
high school master class, clarinet clinic on
improving finger technique, and concluded
with a clarinet recital b y Dr. Carter.
Chris Beaty, associate professor of saxo
phum:/jaa. stttdi1;;s, had a busy March trav
eling to Lubbock. Texas on the2-3 to con
duct the Region 1 6 Honor Jazz Ensemble.
Maryville. Missouri the 8-1 1 to perfonn
as a guest artist/clinician at the Northwest
Missouri St. University Jazz Festival. Tem 
pe, Arizona the 14-18 to perform/attend the
North Amencan Saxophone Alliance Na
tional Biennial Conference hosted by Ari
zona St. University and to Frumington the
29-30 to adjudicate the Northwest District
Jazz Festival hosted by San Juan College.
Dr. Beaty has also accepted his first invita
tion to perfom1 at the triennial World SaxoThe .Vew A,fexico Musician
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phone Congress to be held in St. Andrews.
Scotland July I 0-1 5 at the University of St.
Andrews.

Composition Competition. Contest win
ner for There Will Come Son Rains for
Orchestra. (September 201 1 )

ENMU hosted its annual Jazz Fest on
March 22-23 and celebrated the New Mex
ico Statehood Centennial by inviting all
Ne� Mexico ensembles this year. Among
the performing groups were: Clovis High
School Jan Band I (directed by ENMU
Alum Karl Powell). the Bert Dallon Trio.
and the ENMU Combo and Jazz Ensemble
directed by Chris Beaty

On March 2nd. (during ENMU's host
ing of the College Music Society. Rocky
Mountain Chapter. conference, Dal Porto's
recently completed choral work titled I
Seek Rest for My Lonely Heart was per
formed by the Eastern New Mexico Uni
versity Singers conducted by Dr. Jason
Paulk. Dal Porto's recently completed
band work titled Renaissance Spring was
also performed at this same concen with
Dustin Seifert conducting the work. Dal
Porto's band piece \\ as performed again on
March 4th by the ENMU Wind Symphony
and his choral piece performed again by
the ENMU Smgers on May 3rd as part of
their I 00th anniversary celebration of Ne\\
Mexico composers. Dal Porto·s compo
sition student Jared Aragon also had 111s
latrst choral work titled Rain Dance per
formed al the March2nd and May 3rd con
certs.

Dr. Mark Dal Porto. Professor of Music at
Eastern Ne\, Mexico University. has re
cci\ ed se\cral awards as a composer this
past year. They arc:
ASCAP!us Award (6th year in
a ro\, ). The award ts given annually to
composers whose works arc judged by an
independent. d1sllnguished panel ofjudges
ba:>ed upon the ,alue ofeach \Hiter":; cata
log of original \\Orks which n:ee1vc no
table and exemplary recognition and per
formances \\ 1thin the past year. (January
2012)
Boston Metro Opera 2012 Inter
national Composers· (. ompetition. Winner
for I Seek Rest for my Lonely I lcart for A
Cappclla Choir. (January 2012)
International Music Prize for Ex
cellence in Composition (Thessaloniki.
Greece). Won Elementary Level Award
for Renaissa11ce Spring for Concert Band.
( December 201 1 )
International Music Prize for Ex
cellence in Composition. Won Ad\'anced
Level Award for Song of Eternity for O r 
chestra. ( December 201 1 )
Berkeley Preparatory School
Choral Composition Competition. Win
ner of competition for Spring, lhe Sweet
Spring for SATB Choir and Piano. (De
cember 201 1 )
Santa Fe Community Orchestra
The New Mexico Musician - Spring, 2012

Luis Potosi, Camerata de las Americas,
Quatuor Molinari, Pierrot Lunaire Ensem
ble Wien. Tony Arnold. Garth Knox. Le
Nouvel Ensemble Modeme and the Arditu
String Quartet. among others. Dr. Hurta
do holds degrees m piano performance
and composition from Conservatorio de
las Rosas (Morella, Mexico). a Master of
Music in Composition from Universidad
Veracruzana (Xalapa, Mexico) and a Ph.D.
from Harvard University. where be studied
under Mario Davidovsky. Chaya Czer
nowin. Magnus Lindberg. Brian Femey
hough and Helmut Lachcnmann. H e 1s the
pianist of Nueva Musica Duo (contempo
rary , iolin and piano duo). founding mem
ber ofaltaVoz (Latin-American composers
collaborative in the U.S). artistic director
of Morclta Nucva Mt'isica (Mexican cycle
of concerts dedicated to the performance
of contemporary music) and former direc
tor of The Har\'ard Group for New Music.

The UNM Wmd Symphony a11noum:es two
ne\\ recordings that are no\\ a, ailable from
Summll Records. Tales of Imagination.
featuring JD Sha,, . UNl\l's Professor of
Hom.
mcludes the music of Astor P1aaol
University of ew Mexico News
la, Hardy Mertens. James Beckel and Rick
Submitted by Colleen Sheinberg
DeJonge. The Wind Symphony's latest
recording. Fascmating Ribbons. features
We arc pleased to announce the addition last the music of Joan Tow er. Roberto Sierra.
fall of Dr. Jose-Luis Hurtado Ruelas to the Warren Benson, Carlos Surinach, Rob
faculty in the area ofcomposition. Winner ert Linn. Jonathan Ne,, man and Stephen
of the Rodolfo Halffier Ibero-American Gryc. On March 28. the Wind Symphony
Composilion Pri7e, Dr. Hurtado is part of will perform Michael Colgrass· Urban Re
a ne,\ generation of Mexican composers. quiem in Popejoy Hall as part of the John
Ilis music has been performed worldwide Donald Robb Composers' Symposium,
by ensembles and solo.ists such as the Bos with the composer in attendance. In April,
ton Modem Orchestra Proj ect, Internation the ensemble's final concert of the semes
al Contemporary Ensemble. Jack Quartet, ter will feature classic works for band, in
Juilliard Ensemble. New York Miniaturist cluding Lincolnshire Posy. Variations on
Ensemble. Seattle Chamber Players, Cal America and Holst's Second Suite in F.
lithumpian Consort. The lkarus Chamber
Players. Talea Ensemble, SEM Ensemble. Kim Fredenburgh. Associate Professor of
The North/South Consonance Chamber Viola. and Kevin Vigneau, Associate Pro
Orchestra. Interensemble, Concorde En fossor of Oboe, visited Brazil in Novem
semble. Ensamble 3. Ensamble Onix. ber. They both perfonned as concerto
Orqucsta Uninorte. Orquesta Sinf6nica de soloists with the Sinfonica de Sergipe. the
Guanajuato. Orquesta Sinfonica de San state orchestra located in the capital city of
41
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Aracaju. Prof. Fredcnburgh perfom1ed the
viola conceno by Bela Bartok. and Prof.
Vigneau .perfo1111ed the oboe concerto by
Ralph Vaughan Williams. The two gave
numerous mastcrclasses in Sergipe for the
orchestra members and area students. Or.
Vigneau also delivered a lecture on Ameri
can musical courses of study at U1e Federal
Universidade do Scrgipe. I-le also appeared
as a recitalist in a concert series presented
by the Museum of Modem Art in Rio de
Janeiro and gave classes at the Villa-Lobos
School of Music in Rio. Prof. Fredenburgh
also gave masterclasses at the Federal Uni
versity of Rio de Janeiro (UniRio) and the
Federal University of Rio Grande do Norte
in Natal.
This spring UNM will once again be host
ing the Vocal Artistry Art Song Compeli
t10n. \\ iili srngcrs from all comers of the
state participating. The e\'ent \\ ill take
place March 30 through April I in Keller
llall and \\ tll include the compet111on as
\\ell as masterclasscs and a \\inners' final
com:crl and rccep11on. Adjudicators and
clinicians will include Bruno LaPlanle.
winner of the Grandc Prix du D1sque in
Pan:-., Matthe,, Greer. Marilyn Bull1 (Bos
ton ConservaLOJ) ). and pianist collaborator
Kirt Pav1ll from the Santa Fe Opera. AU
events arc free and open to the public. For
dctasb. please visit the Vocal Artistry web
page at http:' ,,w,\.\OCalart1stryartsong.
com
In Nmember the lJNM Opera Theater
presented '"Mozart. Mayhem and Mad
ness." The performances included scenes
from The Magic Flute, Cosi fan tulle. The
Impresario and The Mamagc of Figaro.
The production was an overwhelming suc
cess and played lo sold-out audiences. As
part of the semester's experience, the op
era students j oined with UNM Cinematic
Arts students Lo produce a version of The
Impresario with film as background. The
resulting creation wru. performed as part of
the SouU1west Film Festival in November.
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and marked the first Lime that film and op
era have come together in a performance in
the state of Ne\, Mexico. This spring the
Opera Theater, co-directed by Leslie Um
phrey and Sam Shepperson, presents two
one-act operas on the same evenings- The
Beautiful Bridegroom and l Pagliacci. TI1e
performances will be a fully staged. fully
costumed production. in collaboration \.\ith
the UNM Symphony Orchestra under the
direction of Or. Jorge PereL-G6mcz.
NM State UniversitJ News
Submitted by "fancy Joy
Greetings from the NMSU Music Depart
ment! We trnst that you have had a great
year and are looking fornar<l to a restful.
energizing summer!! We arc excited about
the following events invol, ing our faculty
and students!
hom the Choral Arca:
For I\\O \\eeks this summer singer'> from
NMSL' Chom; ,, ill journey Lo Rome. Italy
to 10m smgers from the choir of St Paul's
Cathedral m performance� and \\orkshops
fhe Lnp \\Ill culminate w1lh \\\O pcrlor
manccs of 1he Bach ··Mass in 8 Minor··
The NMSU Choirs will sing two perfor
mances of the B Minor Mass at NMSL..
April 24-25, 2012 m preparation for ilictr
perfom1ances in Rome.
From the Keyboard Arca.
Saumd Wong held :.cv<.ral master classes
on Saturday. March 3 1 and Sunday, April I ,
working ,, ith the entire piano studio of Dr.
Laura SprtLer.
Samuel Wong. a native of Hong Kong.
studied al the Uni, ersit1 of North Tcx a::,,
and completed his MM m piano from Pea
body Institute \\ here he studied with Leon
Fleisher. Mr. Wong has appeared in rccit
ab and master classes in Asia. Furope, and
South \merica. Awarded the 2003 Prc
Collcgtate Teacher of the Year by the Texas

Music Teachers Association. he reccntl)
gave master classes and presentations for
the Santa Fe Music Teachers Association.
California Association of Professional Mu
sic Teachers (CAPMT) Stale Conference.
Young Pianist Series in Knoxville, Tennes
see, an<l the Munich Hochschulc ftir Musik.
Dr. Spitzer will direct and leach a two
week piano workshop July 8-2 1 . 2012
al the ldyllwild Arts Summer Program to
children 8-1 3 . [nformation about this pro
gram can be found at: hllp: 1www.idyll
wildarts.org
From the String Arca:
About to finish their third year as Quartel
in-Residcnce at Nl\.1SU, the La Catrma
Quartet has been busy recrurtmg talented
young students in order lo cont inue dc\el
oping the strings area at the Music Depart
ment.

·r he

Lu Catrina Quart..:t is also work
mg alongsick the !>lring ,-tudenl\ to l reall'
NMSL \ first conductor Jes:-. st1tng cnscm
blc. Much ltkc the Emerson Siring Quartet
at SUI\ Y Stonybmok. the members of the
f
quartet acl a:-. pnnctpals in the group. of er
ing leadership and advtcc on ho,, to per
fonn effectively in a small ensemble, fo
cu:.ing un dtfferent techniques to improve
their studcnb · ability Lo understand the
intricacies or chamber music performance.
Some of the upcoming act1\ tltes for thc
quartet include a collaboration ,, ith Dr.
.lames Shearer. professor of Tuba at the
Music Department al NMSU. in which
they ,� ill premiere a quintet for tuba and
string quartet by department chair Dr. Lon
Chaffin: a collaboration with Ballet Pro
Musica Albuquerque in the summer and
a L\\ O ,,eek residency 111 Arizona during
the fall. \.\.here the quartet v. tll offer con
cert!> and man) ou1reach activities. includ
ing several mastcrclasses for young string
players. ln additiM to thb. member;; of
the quartet \\ ill record the chamber mustc
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ofJose Pablo Moncayo in Mexico City this
spring.
From the Wind & Percussion Area:
The NMSU Bands have been very billiy
this Spring, with the annual Southwest
!lonor Band held February I 0th-12th,
bringing over 1 80 high school students
to campus for the clinic and concert. This
year's clinicians were Mr. Dennis Johnson
from Murray State University and Mr. Jon
Shultz from Lake Hamilton High School.
Students were treated to concerts by the
NMSU Symphonic Winds conducted by
Monty Hill. the NMSU Jazz £:nscmbles
conductor by Dr. Pancho Romero. and the
NMSU Brass Choir conducted by Nancy
Jo).
The NMSL Symphonic Wmds concert lea1ured two world premier performances. Dr
Lon Chaffin. NMSU Music Department
Head composed "Summon the Elements"
for the occasion. Symphonic Winds also
featured NMSU Regent:,, Professor Dr.
Jim Shearer on the premier pcrformam:e
of "Three Furies for Tuba and W111ds" by
Cl)mposer James Grant It was an honor
to ha\e James Grant serve a:- composer m
residence as well.
March blows in like a lion \\ith the annual
"Wind:, and Friend:." conl.crl on Man:h 1 2 .
J'h1s year's concert featured Onate High
School Symphonic Winds under the direc
tion of Mr. Shawn Silva and Mr. Kevin Mo
reman. The Symphonic Winds will feature
1wo new compositions by NMSU alumnus
Justin Raines entitled "Fanfare Della Yic
torna" and "Metropolis." Justin is a recent
graduate of the University of Nevada Las
Vegas with a masters in composition.
The NMSU Pride Band 1s excited to an
nounce that the 36th Annual Tournament
of Bands Marching Contest will be held on
November 3. 2012 in Aggie Memorial Sta
dium. More infom1ation will be forthcom
ing about TOB.
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The NMSU Flute Ensemble under the
direction of Dr. Lisa Van Winkle was s e 
lected to perfom1 at the National Flute As
sociations annual convention to be held in
August in Las Vegas. NV. The ensemble
consisting of 1 4 students will perform a
concert on August 8th. This is the second
appearance of the NMSU Flute Ensemble
at the NFA Convention.
Dr. Laroy Borchert. Professor of Clari
net. premiered the soprano clarinet ver
sion of James Grant's "Sextet for Clarinet
..
and Strings at the recent NMSU,Wamer
llutchison Contemporary Aris Festival.
He has had a paper entitled ·'Music Com
position in the Applied Studio" accepted
For presentation at the MACRO (Music
Theory} Workshop this summer in Madi
son, Wisconsin. Dr. Borchert also tra\eled
as part of the NMSU lnternational Border
Programs, to Mexico City visiting with
representati\eS from the Mexican Federal
Go\cmment. US-AID, and several private
foundations for plannmg a11d research for
a cooperative and comprehensive umbrella
grant project.

is also perfonning a ··world premier" by
Linda Holland at the International Wom
en ·s Brass Conference al Western Michi
gan University in Kalamazoo. Ml in June.
The NMSU Hom Choir aka the NMSU
Como Crew gave their annual concert on
April 1 0th. as a benefit for the Dr. War
ner llutchison Endowed Hom Scholar
ship. The concert repertoire includes all
the works written for the NMSU "Como
Crew" by Dr. Hutchison and featured the
Mark Schultz composition ··Lights'' with
the solo horn part played by NMSU Hom
Alumna, Mr. Victor Valenzuela, who is cur
rently 3rd horn of the Tucson Symphony.
Dr. Allan Kaplan, trombone professor,
recently returned from the University of
Nebraska-Omaha "Great Plains Jazz Festi
val XL'". Dr. Kaplan perfonned as a guest
artist, clinician and judged at the festival
where 52 bands from 5 states participated.
The festival concluded v, ith a final concert
b> lbmwr "Tonight ShO\\" trumpeter Doc
Sc,crinsen and his big band

Dr. Fred Bugbee recently hosted the second
Saxophone professor, D1. Rhonda Ta)lor annual NMSU'Wamcr I lutchison Contem
rl!lcased her second solo CD, ··interstice'". porary Arts Festival. The three day event
on March 2nd. in conJunction with her an included five concerts and two lectures that
nual faculty recital. The CD includes music focused upon interdisciplinary works. It m
b) Ren Leeds Carson. lw,tin Rubin, A, i cluded pa11icipation from five departments
Tchamni. and Ben Gro�ser Dr Taylor also on campus and fcat11rcd local, national and
recently performed at the North American intemauonally known artist!>. The LINKS
Saxophone Alliance Biennial Conference. perctL'5sion ensemble. of \\ hich Dr. B u g 
at Arit.ona State University. She will ap bee 1s a member, was featured on the first
pear as a guest artist at the University or evening of the Contemporary Arts Festival.
North Las Vegas on April 20th and 21st, LINKS recently performed on the Sunday
performing both a solo recital, as well as Chatter series in Albuquerque, and will be
conducting a master class. Dr. Taylor will featured on Arizona State Universities cen
also be premiering a new work by Avi tennial celebration of John Cage in April.
Tchamni in July at the World Saxophone The ensemble \\ ill also be in Phoenix this
summer to make their first recording.
Congress. held in St. Andrew·s. Scotland.
Horn Professor, Ms. Nancy Joy will be per
forming as a contributing artist at the 44th
Annual International Horn Society Sym
posium a the University of North Texas in
May. Her flute, horn and piano lrio, Allura,
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Music industry• Council membenhip is availahle to all co1poratio11s. businesses. and educational institlllions who wish to support the uctil'i
ties ofthe New Mexico Music Educators Association. These members are an important part ofour orga11i:atio11 and deserveyour support.

American College of Musicians
Pat McCabe-Leche
PO Box 1 807
Austin, TX 78767
512-478-5775
Baum's Music Company
William Krum, Jr.
2908 Eubank Blvd., NE
Albuquerque, NM 871 12
800-372-0707
330 I Southern Blvd. Ste 403
Rio Rancho, N M 87124
505-994-1 1 08
baumsmusic@aol.com
Buffet Crampon USA
Mary Marshall,
Marketing Coordinator
1 4125 Beach Blvd.
Jacksonville, fL 32250
904-821-0234
mary.marshall@buffetcrampon.us
Olivas Music Co.
Jimmy Olivas
1 320 N. Zaragosa Suite 1 1 5
El Paso. TX 79936
9l5-858-6700
colivasmusic@elp.rr.com
Eastman Music Company
Ikuko Salazar, Education Progamming
22525 Gateway Center Drive
Clarksburg, MD 20871
800-624-0270
dlguth@msn.com
Enchanted Educators of Kodaly
NM Kodaly Institute
I 05 1 6 Brookline Place NW
Albuquerque, N M 87 1 1 4
505-450-9539
mjproctor@comcast.net
Frubauf Uniforms
Darrell Blanchard
800 East Gilbert
Wichita, KS 672 1 I
3 1 6-263-7500
fmhauf@fruhauf.com

4./

Getzen Company, Inc.
Mary Rima
PO Box 440
Elkhorn. W1 53121 -0440
262-723-4221
informat ion@getzen.com

MENC
Elizabeth Lasko
1 806 Robert Fulton Drive
Reston, VA201 9 1
800-336-3768
elizabethl@menc.org

Grand Mesa Music Publishers
Walter Cummings
312 Country Club Park
Grand Junction, CO 81 503
970-245-l 685
gmmusic@earthlink.net

The Music Mart, Inc.
Joe Keith
330 I Carlisle Blvd. NE
Albuquerque, NM 871 1 0
800-545-6204
info@musicmart.com

Greater Southwest Music Festival
Kathy Fishburn
I 000 S. Polk St.
Amarillo, TX 791 0I
800-444-4763

New Mexico Anny National Guard
44th Am1y Band
WO I Wendy Franchell
600 Wyoming Blvd. NE
Albuquerque, NM 87123
505 -27 1 -7 1 42
wendyfranchell@nm.ngb.anny.mil

Hummingbird Music Camp
Wanda Higgins
PO Box 1 06
Jemez Springs. NM 87025
505-829-3060
group@hummingbirdmusiccamp.org
lndeco Sales. Inc.
Mike Anderson
805 East 4th Avenue
Belton, TX 765 1 3
800-692-4256
mike.anderson@indecosales.com
Jimmy Olivas Unifom1s
Jimmy Olivas
600 Cinnamon Teal Circle
El Paso, TX 79932
91 5-877-5617
jolivasl l@elp.rr.com
J. W. Pepper
Mary Green
5420 S. Green Street
Murray. UT 84123
801-265-0868
satisfaction@jwpepper.com
McGraw-Hill
Cora Jackson Dixon,
Exhibit Coordinator
420 E. Danieldale Road Suite 2
Desoto. TX 751 1 5
coradixon -jackson(aJ,mcgrws-hill.com

Patterson Hom Works
Cora Patterson
3380 Thurmond Rd.
Las Cruces, NM 88012
575-373-0789
cora@homworks.com
Robertson & Sons Violin Shop
Don Robertson
320I Carlisle Blvd, NE
Albuquerque. NM 871 1 0
800-284-6546
Second Wind Repair
Janet Hannon
2432 Rose Ave. NW
Albuquerque, NM 8701 4
505-243-2099
secondwindrepair@hotmail.com
SMB Fundraising
Michael Brownstein
5541 Midway Park Place, NE Albuquer
que, NM 871 09
505-343 I 320
smbfundraising@msn.com
Summit Tour & Travel
PO Box 682240
Orlando, Fl 32868-2240
877-290-6777
info@summittourtravel.com
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University of Texas al El Paso
William McMillan
500 W. University
Fox Fine Arts Rm. 30 I
El Paso, TX 79968-2552
91 5-747-5606
wmcmilla(ci. utep.edu
White's Music Box
Mike While
200 South Downtown Mall
Las Cruces. NM 88001
505-526-6677
whitesmusicbox(a/aol.com
Yamaha Corporation
Adria Lewis,
Convention Coordinator
6600 Orangcthorpc Ave.
Buena Park, CA 90920
71 4-522-9490
alcw1s(a,yamaha.com

Young Women I n Harmony
Sweet Adelines I nrl Region 2 1
Annie Hayes
775 W. Roger Rd. #85

New Mexico Highlands University
Edward Harrington
Dept. of Visual & Performing Arts, Music
PO Box 90006
Las Vegas, NM 8770I
505-426-2720
eharringlon@nmhu.ed

Tucson, AZ 85705
Zia Graphics
Jim Edgcington
2730 Carlisle NE
Albuquerque, NM 871 1 0
888-994-7274
sales�ziagraphics.com

New Mexico State University
Dr. William Clark
Music Department
Box 3001 MSC 3-F
Las Cruces. NM 88003
505-646-2421
wiclark(a mnsu.cdu

Eastern New Mexico University
Dustin Seifert
Department of Music
1 500 S. Ave. K, Station 16
Porta le:;, NM 88130
575-562-4480
dustin.seifcrt(a cnmu.edu

University of Ne\.\ Mexico
Dr. Steven Blocb.
Dcpanmcnr of Music
Center for Arts MSC0-2570
Albuquerque, NM 871 3 1 -141 J
505-277-2127
sblock(<i unm.ctlu

Schools that have music programs have �1qnificantly
higher graduatmn rates than thosr without mum·
programs (90 2 pcrcrnl compared to 72.9 percent)
On av iaqe, studrnts in muc;1c perform111ct �rnrcd 1:,7
point; h1qher 011 the ,;crbnl and 41 point,; hitJhcr 011
the math section of the SAT than did students with
no music parl1c1p::itmn.
Here are some simple. time-effective ways parents can
assist their child's school music educators:
'l,
1 ts Ou,
• Study the ways that music education develops creatrv1ty, enhances cooperative learrnng, instills disciplined
work habits, and statistically correlates with gains 1n
standardized test scores.
• Speak with your local school board about your desire
to have a strong music education for your child
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• Be in touch with local music teachers on a regular
basis. Offer to help out.
• Ask yourself why your children need high quality
music education. Be able to articulate the answers
to teachers, administrators, and other parents.
• Take part in your school's music booster organization.
Vrs1t www.nafmc.org and search
"Power of Music" for more
Parent Resources.
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TWO VERY I M PORTANT CORRECTIONS FROI\1 THE WINTER ISSU E ! ! ! !
1 . The director of the Small School Baud for the 2012 all-state conference was MONTY
H I LL from NMSU, not Dave Kendrick. Somehow Dave got promoted a year too soon.
My sincere apology to Monty Hill, he did a BRILLIANT job of conducting the SmalJ
School Band at our 20 1 2 all-state convention. Thank you Monty for all you do!
2. The director of the fabulous Deming High School band was BERNI E CHAVEZ not Ber
nie Higgins(showing my age).
Bernie your band was fabulous, I thoroughly enjoyed hearing them at AU-State. Bernie
Chavez directed the Deming High School Symphonic Band at our 2012 N M M EA AU-State
Conference.
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M u s i c Ed u cati o n Works h o ps
at the

U n ive rsity of New M exico
S u m m e r, 2 0 1 2
The VNM summer music education workshop series provides varied and relevant topics taught
by nationally and internationally recognized clinicians. This year we offer five of our traditional
2 Y2-day events, plus the fifth year of the New Mexico Kodaly Institute.

2 Yi-Day M usic Education
Workshops
The Nature and Nurture of Early Childhood
Music Education
Audrey Berger Cardany
May 3 1 -June 2
Learning Together: New Concepts in Group
Learning and Ensemble Training for String
Players
Bill Dick and Winifred Crock
June 4-6
Classroom Guitar Pedagogy J I
Lynn McGrath
June 4-6
Choral Workshop
Z. Randall Stroope
June 6-8
Crt:ating a Dynamic Learning Community
with Traditional Dances, Song and Storytelling
Peter and Mary Alice Amidon
June 6-8

New Mexico Kodaly I nstitute
Kodaly Certification Level 1, I I and 1 1 1
Regina Carlow, Marta Sarosi, Zsuzsanna
Mindszenty, Shelly Cooper, Sarah Martinez, and
Kathleen Setash
June l 8-June 29
Workshop fee: $500 ($600 after June 1 ). Optional
university credit is in addition to the workshop
fee.

Kodaly a la Carte
The following individual classes are available:
• Solfege Level I, 11 and 111 - $ 1 75
• Pedagogy Level I. l l and ill - $ 1 75
• Conducting Level 1, l l and [II - $ I 75
• Advanced Musicianship (for level fJI
Kodaly program graduates; includes
conducting, choral ensemble and solfa) $250

For detailed information about schedules,
location, registration, fee payment and materials
go to:
music. mun.edu/musedworkshop.htm

The University of New Mexico
./8
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WHEN???
FALL

WINTER
SPRING
SUMMER

Band, Orchestra. Choir and Guitar
Camps
Christmas Concert Preparation
Festival and Concert Preparation
Ten Weeks Music Camp
Students Age 8 through 14

WHY???
Our clmioans and instrumental specialists teach sec
tionals to prepare for your wncert or festival We
accomplish in depth teaching m a woodland setting
that combines music & outdoor recreation which m
spires espnt-de-corps

WHO???

HUM M INGBIRD
SUM MER MUSIC
and RECREATION CAMP

Arrangements made for: Special Clinicians,
Hummingbird Staff iRstrumental specialist,
and recreation programs. Generally a 3-day
camp suffices for most objectives (Fnday
through Sunday or during the week). For
additional information:
Wanda Higgins l -505-829-3060
104 Hummingbird Lane
Jemez Springs. New Mexico 87025

Cleveland Mid-School
Belen Mid-School
Desen Ridge Mid-School
Desert Ridge Mid-School
Durango High School
Eagle Ridge Mid-School
Grant Mid-School
Grant Mid-School
Polk Mid-School
Harrison Mid-School
Jackson Mid-School
Kennedy Mid-School
L.B. Joh�on Mid-School
Los Alamos Mid-School
Los Alamos High School
Mora High School
Hayes Mid-School
Los Lunas Mid-School
Socorro Mid-School
Albuquerque Boys Choir
Albuquerque Youth Symphony
Albuquerque Youth Orchestra
Jefferson Mid-School
Hoover Mid-School
Roosevelt Mid-School

Band
Band
Band
Orchestra
Orchestra
Band
Choir
Band
Orchestra
Orchestra
Band
Orchestra
Orchestra
Band
Band
Band
Band
Band
Choir
Choir
Orchestra
Orchestra
Orchestra
Orchestra
Orchestra
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